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Computers have played an im!JOrtant role in some branches of
biology but they have not yet come to dominate the field as in some
parts of physics.

In molecular biology, computers have been extensively

used in the determlnation of the structure of large molecules by X-ray
crystallography.

This work demands the collection and processing of

large amounts of data and, without computers to drive the instruments
and to perform the numerical calculations required to derive electron
den sity maps, much of what has been accomplished would have been a
technical impossibility.

It is easy to extrapolate this experience to other

branches of biology; this use of computers is certain to spread if only as
part of the continual process of instrumental sophistication that every
science undergoes. As more complex problems come to be tackled so
the demand is bound to increase for instruments that can record many
observations simultaneously and rapidly, store the results and present
these in a comprehensible manner.

Although scientists place high value

on good ideas, ingenuity, and the ability to solve problems on the back of
an old envelope, the experimental biologist will learn to use digital computers simply because they have the power to relieve him of the laboriolls
tasks of data collection and

processlng.

lndeed it is quite conceivable

that many problems in biology can only be solved by this empirical approach
and it is computers that will make this technically feasible.

There are

now major efforts in applying computer methods to image processing
problems, ranging from three-dimensional reconstruction of structure
from electron micrographs to automatic analysis of chromosome patterns.
As is well known from the experience with bubble chamber pictures, there
are non trivial operations and go far beyond standard numerical computations.

-=:::.. _
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- 2 Biologists will have to involve themselves, as the physicists before them,
in the difficult problems of handling complex data structures and even in
system programming and computer languages.
In all of these examples, the computer is treated as a tool.

The

hard headed will insist that this is the right way to look at the computer
in the laboratory. There is nothing special that di s tinguishes it from
test tubes, microscopes or accelerators, it simply does different things.
When the scientist needs it to solve a particular problem he will use it.
Many scientists and, in particular, biologists are suspicious of computers,
and one must concede that there are enough examples of ridiculous applications to justify their scepticism . With the exception of structure determination, most problems in molecular biology were solved without computers
and it is difficult to find examples in which the use of a computer might
have hastened or facilitated the solution.

Against this rather mundane view

of the computer we must place what can only be called the dream of the
machine as the universal problem solver, as something more than an
instrumental extension of the scientist-programmer.

1 think it can be

agreed that, in practice, this potentiality of the computer has not yet been
realized; whether it can and will be realized is another question that I do
not want to discuss here. What I want to argue is that biologi s ts have much
to learn from computers that goes beyond their use as laboratory tools.
talk at length about applications would be a banal way to commemorate
John von Neumann. He was interested in problems that went far beyond
the technology of computers. Throughout his work runs the theme of the
relation between artificial and natural computing mechanisms and, in
particular, he aimed at the construction of general, logical theories of

To
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- 3 automata applicable to both machines and organisms. His writings are
a rich mine of ideas. but their direct influence on biologists ha s been
minimal.

Most biologists have never even heard about von Neumann.

and very few indeed have actually read his papers. Of course. there has
been some influence; the very existence of digital computers has forced
new terms into our everyday language and the concepts embodied in words
.such as programme . control and code are known to biologists and applied
by them . I believe. however. that they are used metaphorically and that
biologists are still mainly intere ste d in what can be loosely called mechanisms. What I propose to do in the rest of this essay is di scuss biological
systems from a point of view that is in the von Neumann tradition without
making explicit reference to his work.
Biologists deal with very complex systems.
about them:

They ask three questions

How do they work? How are they built and reproduced? How

did they get that way? These correspond roughly to the areas of physiol-

ogy. development and evolution. It is characteristic of modern biology
that all answers to such questions are driven down to the molecular level.
It is not enough to say that a finger moves because a muscle contracts it;
we must also find out how a muscle contracts . We do this by taking mu scles
apart and making detailed studies of the individual molecular components.
From this analysis we then proceed to reconstruct the mechanism.

This

approach has been successful in providing explanations of many physiol·ogical proce sses.

It works because biological s ystems are s tructured in

a way that allows partitioning.

Let us conside r one example in more detail.

A bac terium synthesizes a large number of speCialized small molecules. s uch
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- 4as amino acids, vitamins and nucleic acid bases, from a very simple
medium containing glucose, ammonia and a few salts. This capacity
was once a marvel of living material; today it is simply a bundle of mechanisms.

There is a set of elaborate path'nays, in which one chemical

is transformed into another by specific protein molecules called enzymes,
each enzyme responsible for one step.

For a long time, some biologists

were concerned about the geometrical organization of this system, feeling that it could not function, unless the enzymes were specifically arranged
in the cell, and the small molecules were directly handed over, as in an
assembly line.

We now know that this is not the way it works for most

of these processes. There is, in fact, no such thing as a physical address
in the cell to which the small molecule bas to be directed.

It is simply

ejected into solution, and, in a cell as small as a bacterium, diffusion will
ensure that it will easily find the next enzyme.

In the course of its random

motion, it will undergo a large number of colliSions with the wrong molecules
and even with the wrong place on the right

molecule~

However, these are

ineffective, and only when it hits the right place, will there be sufficient
binding energy to stabilize the complex and allow the next chemical transformation to take place.

This property is embedded in the design of the

enzymes, and what has been implemented is, therefore, a logical address
and the need for direct physical connections falls away.

The methods of

biochemical analysis succeed, because, to a very good approximation, the
system actually works as sets of partitioned parallel processes. We also
, know that regulatory connexions between the pathways are implemented in
much the same way, by specific s!TIall molecules that bind to enzymes and
alter their catalytic properties. It is not implemented by all the enzymes
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- 5 consulting some global model of metabolism in &.e cell.
We can easily see how this method of analysis could be carried
out to completion. In principle, it must be possible to do this, since
the number of different enzymes in an organism is finite.

Suppose, then,

we could provide a list of the enzymes and small molecules involved and a
specification of their properties and interactions, would we then have an
explanatim of metabolism? My answer to this question is 'yes', because
I do not see any other way to provide one. Notice that this form of explanation does not include any statements about "laws of metabolism ", nor is
there a "general equation of metabolism "; it contains a description of the
structure of the system and a specification of the chemical computations
that it performs. It is a set of algorithms specified in the internal language
of the system.

Only one condition must be obeyed by this algorithmic des-

cription and that is a Simple. one, subject to empirical test.

We must be

able to show that any given observed behaviour is computable from the
algorithms.

Whether or not there exists a different equivalent set of

algorithms which could generate the same behaviour is an interesting question
but not of immediate relevance to the biologist.
von Neumann was interested in this problem of describing complex
automata. He conjectured that, above a certain level of complexity, it may
become difficult or even impossible to describe the behaviour of an object
and that the object itself was a Simpler description.

There ' may be cases

"where doing a thing is quicker than describing it, where the circuit is more
quickly enumerated than a total description of all its functions in all conceiv=
able conditions." The argument I am making for biological systems is not
one of convenience or ease but one of necessity.

The prime task of the
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- 6biologist is to deal with the set of real living organism that are here, now.
He is committed to the explanation of a particular class of implementations.
Many may object to this view of biological explanation. There is the
persistent belief that since most elaborate systems show some kind of
organized or integrative behaviour, any atomistic explanation will be found
waiting and that some new principle will have to be invoked to account for
these properties.

The classic example is that of nervous systems.

We

observe animals and see that they can do wonderful things, sometimes
blindly, sometimes intelligently. 1 do not accept the view that the physical
and logical properties of a nervous system will be insufficient to account
for this behaviour and that a mind or consciousness will have to be added.
We must treat this case just as we treated metabolism.

First, we must

proceed to investigate the nervous system directly, determining its structure .
This is clearly a system in which a physical address is of importance and a
"wiring diagram" is the most valuable piece of empirical information we
can try to obtain.

Then there is the problem of specifying the set of algor-

ithms to be applied to that structure and that will almost certainly include
statements about nerve impulses, synapses and so on . The final task would
be to test this algorithmic description against real behaviour.

Except for

a few elementary examples, this programme has barely begun. and is certain
to occupy the energies of many biologists for a long time to come.
Apart from purely technical questions the algorithmic deSCription
raises two problems which must be discussed.

One is the nature of the

interLallanguage to be used and the other involves the methodology of testing it against the real situation.

For most physiological processes, the

internal ..language emerges from a study of the physical structure of the
system. Biochemical processes are discussed in terms of enzymes and
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neural processes in terms of ncr:e cells. Both of these are complex
objects in their own right, and there are a large number of questions
that can be asked about them.

The feature of such objects is that they

perform operations at a higher level than collisions of molecules and
the breaking and joining of chemical bonds.

A heirarchy of such levels

exists and our choice of the language is empirically conditioned by what
the organism has chosen for itself.

It is when we come to the problem of

the generation of str uctures that the choice becomes difficult.
It is now common knowledge that organisms are specified by their
genetic material.

This takes the form of a large number of messages

encoded in the nucleotide sequences of DNA molecules.

We can give a

fairly detailed account of how these sequences are copied and how they are
translated into the amino acid sequences of a protein, and can answer
questions such as how is haemoglobin made.

But we cannot answer such

questions as how is a hand or a nervou s system made. The analogy between this biological information processing system and a stored programme
digital computer is very striking and it is quite common to find this stated
in many biological texts.

Often one will find des criptions which are not

seriously parodied by the following:
PROGRAM MAKEHAND
CALL MAKE BUD
DO 20

J•

1,5

20 CALL MAKE FINGER (J)

END
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Quite clearly, this is not what we want.

It is simply a description of what

there is in curious prose and is not necessarily written in the internal
language of the system. But what is this? The analysis of the internal
description that organisms carry of themselves is one of the challenging
questions of biology. Organisms are clearly heirarchical structures . They
contain organs and the organs are made up of tissues and tissues of cells
and so on. One could conceive that they were constructed in this way much
as a motor car is assembled from assemblies of subassemblies. A programme
for this would have a logical structure that mapped very closely onto the
spatial structure of the organism. On the other band, it is possible to
think about it in another way, in terms of procedures rather than objects,

such that the mapping is much more complex. The argument here is that
organi sms have a deep structure which is not easy tG ueduce from their
surface structure but must be studied directly.

One way of doing this is to

produce alterations in the genetic programmes of organisms and study tbe
consequences of these in great detai l. One may hope to discern how the
program is partitioned in the organism but it is difficult to predict wbether
this approach will be successful or not. We are attempting to analyze a
programme written in an unknown language for an unknown processor with
no comments to help us. However, it should be possible to derive algorithms for development in the same way as we derived them for function.
How these are to be tested can be relatively easily defined.
is by computation, but clearly the systems considered ."nll be so

It
complex

that the use of digital computers will become obligatory. The simulation
of such systems will become a standard technique in biology.
For a long time biology remained a purely descriptive science.

With
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- 9the advent of genetics, biochemistry and molecular biology it became
analytical and every biologist has learnt to speak the language of chemistry.
Our knowledge of living organi sms in terms of molecular components and
molecular m echanisms is profound but this by itself is incomplete . Organisms, especially complex ones, have a logical structure and biologists will
be compelled to learn a new language to deal with this.

It is the theory of

computation that unites everybody working with elaborate systems and we
have much to learn from the experiences of computer scientists.
In one sense, the pro spect before us is appalling.

It is quite conceiv-

able that the only way to under stand organisms is to under stand them in
detail.

They have evolved through a long process of natural selection and

their heuristic content may be very high.

They may not be unitary and

functions and procedure s with the same logical conteot may have been implemented in different ways by different organisms . All of this leads one to
suggest that the reas on why physicists are astonished by the living world
is that they are not engineers. In a deep sense, biology is the study of natural
engineering, and biologists cannot seriously search for laws of Nature' but
only find out what Nature has invented.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
It i s :Jppropriate at this Cop.ference

;

\·~hlch

is being he ld to hO!l(\ur the

pioneering "ork of John von Neumann to discu ss from a rather fund amen tal
point of vie" "hat computers really do and "hy they should be important to
physics and astrophysics: to assess how significant their impact has been in
the quarter cen tury Hhich has elapsed since the e lec tronic digi tal compu ter
was invented and to forecast what may be expected of them in the future .

Ho"

can one best ens ure that computers realize their true scientific potential
and that the massive programming and computational tasks which are now being
undertaken by the younge r generation of physicists are used to maximum effect?
Another interesting topic for discussion is the relation between Computational
Physics and neighbouring disciplines such as Computer Science and Information
Engineering.
It has been said that there are now three main ways of approaching a
physical problem: experimental, theoretical and computational.

Figure 1

illustrates this point of view which "ill be examined further in §3 .

Each

of the thr ee approaches has its own characteristic methods of attack, its
advantages and limitations, and each extends to physics as a whole as well as
to related branches of science .

Computational physicists are conscious of

this generality and in both journals and conferences they aim to cover the
broad field of physics and to bring Horkers in different areas together.
Analogies can be drawn I.ith 19th century Mathematical Physics and these are
made more apt by the fact that the Laplace and Poisson equations and Fourier
transforms again play an important part.
Several convenient sources are available for those who wish to study the
present rol e of computers in physics and astrophysics, and a brief paper can
do no more than t o draw attention to these sources and to offer some comments .
Leading journals have for several years been the annual review series
' Methods in Computational Physics ' [lJ and th e periodical 'Journal of
Computational Physics ' [2J, both published by Academic Press and edited by
a team drawn from the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory at Livermore, California
and from UCSD, La Jolla.

Major contributions to the development of

computational physics have been made by the laboratories at Livermore and
Los Alamos, and a review of the Los Alamos work on fluid dynamics has been
published by Harlow [3J.

An excellent general survey is provided by the

recent book 'Computers and their Role in the Physical Sciences' [4J, which
describes the part played by von Neumann and his colleagues in the origin of

- 1 -
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the electronic digital computer as well as giving many referenc es to scicntific applications in physics and astrophysir '

•

More speciali sed papers on

astrophysics may be found ir. th e jct;rnals l Astr'OrivOi1Y

CillO:!

Astrophysics' [5J

and ' Astrophysical Journal' [6J.
In Europe, a l eading role in furthering the grO\<Lh of computati onal
physics has been played by workers in atomic physics, plasma physics, nucl ear
technology and high energy physics.

The journal ' Computer Physics

Communications' [7 J, edi ted from Queen's University Bel[as t and pub lished by
North-Holland, was founded in 1969 'lith the conscious aim of setting up a
'digital scientific literature' , based on a direct analogy with the regular
scientific literature [8J .

This consists of tested and refereed programs

which are distributed on magnetic tape by the associated Internationa l Physics
Program Library.

Standards for documentation and program readability have

been propos ed [8J and c opybook examples published [9J.

The Computational

Physics Group of the Institute of Physics was founded in the UK at the
suggestion of workers from the Culham Laboratory, and held two international
conferences in 1969 and 1970 whose Proceedings have been published [10,11].
The success of the 1969 meeting l ed to the formation by the European Physical
Society of an interdivisional Comput at ional Physics Group in which the major
part has so far been undertaken by CERN, and th e inaugural conference of
this group was held at CERN in April 1972 with the titl e ' The Impact of
Computers on Physics [12J.

An i ssue of the CERN Courier [13J which was

specially prepared for the conference describes the role of computers in the
work of the CERN Laboratory, which can be taken as typic a l of all the big
high energy physics laboratories.

The lAEA Centre for Theoretical Physics at

Trieste, Italy he ld a Seminar Cou

on 'Computers as a Language of Physics '

[14J in August 1971 which was at t

.d by many physicists from the developing

countries in addition to those f1

the USA and Europe.

Taken tog ether these

sources provide a useful 'bird' s e)' L view ' of the subject some 25 years after
it began.
Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the three above-mentioned
approaches to physics and certain other disciplin es .

Undoubtedly

the deep-

est form of association, which probably no-one would claim to understand, is
that betwee n Th eoretical Physics and Mathematics.

This is evidenced by the

work of Newton and the astronomers and mathematicians of the 18th c entury,
by the mathematical physics of the 19th century, by the connection between
geometry and gravitation which is inherent in the theory of general relativity,
and most recently by the fundamental significance of group th eory and complex

- 2 -
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variable theory to particle physics .. hich seems to be elllerging in our om' day.
Each discipline stimulates the other and this is also tru e of the associalion
betHeen phy s; '.!s and Eng; neering (lr Technology;

•

the"reti~"

J pl,ysics cnntributeu

Max ..ell's equations and nOl.adays experimental high energy physics Hould no
longer be practicabl e .. iLhout the techniques of advanced electrical engineer ing "hich are required by particle accelerators.

The important stimulus to

the development of Information Engineering Hhich HaS initially provid ed by
the work of von Neumann and his colleagues [4J ,,'as subsequently continu ed by
the Los Alamos and Livermore laboratories who encou raged the development of
computers such as the LARC and STRETCll and the Control Data 6600, 7600 and
STAR .

The debt owed by physics to Computer Science is perhaps best illu s -

trated by the extensive use of Fortran which was pioneered by IBM.

In th e

future, computational physics will require and will stimulate the deve lopment of advanced nm, languages, information net,·/orks, data storage devic es ,
display sys tems, pattern recogni tion techniques and the like.

Although the

major use of computers lies outside the scientific area, physics can continue to make an important contribution to the progress of computing by its
insistence on quantitative measurement and efficiency, abstract symbolism,
universality and open publication, and by the scale and difficulty of the
problems involved.
The claim implied by Figure 1 is no doubt rather ambitious, and one
should ask whether computers are indeed fundamental to science, more so [or
example than other technologies such as optics Or electronics.

After all,

both the telescope and the microscope led to dramatic advances in our und e rstanding of Nature when they were first introduced and it is doubtful whether
computers have yet done as much .
clear at the present time.

The answer does not seem to be entirely

A digital computer can in principle carry out

any algorithm that involves only a finite number of logical operations, thus
giving considerable added power to the symbols of mathematics .

The trouble

is that 'finite ' to a mathematician does not imply any particular restriction
as to size, while to a computer it means < 10N where at present N:S 12 for
the fastest machines and will presumably never reach twice this value .

In

particular, it has recently been pointed out by Emmons [15] that a straight fon,ard finite-difference attack on the problem of 3-dimensional pipe flOl'

- 3 -
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I

I

at Reynolds number Re

= 107

can never succeed in practice, since it would

tak e the largest existing computer the full age of the ullivcrsc to perfonn a
singl e run.

Like Laplace, we are therefore faced with systemg of equaLions

for which finite solution algorithms exist but which will forever remain
insolubl e by r'lreet computational attack.

A similar situation did not how-

ever prevent the successful introduction of thermodynamics and statistical
mechanic s , and one may expect that a continuing attempt to use computers to
study systems with an infinite or very l arge number of degrees of freedom will
provid e an equally fruitful understanding.

It is better to travel hopefully

than to arrive .
2.

AREAS OF COHPUTATIONAL PHYSICS
The purpose of a computer is to process information

further in §4 .

as we sha ll discuss

Now physicists do spend a great deal of time handling informa-

tion of one kind or another as is illustrated by Table 1, and any impact that
computer s have on physics must eventua lly result from this fact.
TABLE 1
A Sel ection of Information Types and Techniques currently used in Physics
Scientific Literature : print ed books and papers
~lathem atical

symbols, formulae and theorems

Graphs and diagrams
Typescript and manuscript
Pencil and paper , chalk and blackb oa rd
Lectures and conver sat ions

Slides, vi ewgraphs and films
Experimental measurements

Photographic records
Analogue waveforms
Traces from oscilloscopes and pen recorders
Analogue magnetic tapes
Digital pulses
Electr onic logic
Compu ter printout
Punched cards, paper tape, magnetic tap e
Teletypes and visual displays
Comput er - generated graphs and movies .
- 4 -
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Many of the tools that are currently used [or handling scientific information
have r eached a high degree of sophistication , in particular the mathematical
techniqu es used in theoretical physics, and here it is likely to take a l ong
time before computers can compete on equal terms ; one must admit from t he
outset that the developments in the physical sciences "hich occurred "ithin
5 year s due to the discovery of Schr~dinger ' s equation can hard l y be
paralleled by those Hhich have occurred "ithin 25 years due to the invention
of the electronic digital computer.

But in cases where conditions have been

more suitable for the introduclion of computers, such as the processing of
l a rge amounts of di gita l data from measur in g devices or the automati c control
of experimental equipment, their impact h as been mOre obvio us.
Figure 3 shows the main areas of computational physics , together with
certain other areas which might more properly be r ega rded as be l onging to
comput er science (Languages and Trans lators), or t o information engineeri ng
(Hard<;are and Operating Sys t ems).

Again it shou ld be emphas i zed that th e

diagram is not r es trict ed to any particular physiCS field and might indeed
be interpr eted in a much wider context.

For examp l e , many physi ci sts and

astrophy sicists (as " e ll as o th er sc ientists and techn ol ogi s ts) are interested in th e automatic control of apparatus, and this area covers not only
sma ll-scale measu ring equipment of many diverse kinds but a l so the l arge
particle accelerators and remote sens ing devices collecting data from the
moon or planets .

Again, many scientists and mathematicians find i t useful

to carry out rapid small-scale calcula tions using 'desk-calculator ' facilities at r emote consoles.

The ' Calculations ' ar ea in the diagram has been

de lineated in somewhat mo re detail since this is the auth or 's own field.
3.

THREE APPROACHES TO PHYSICS PROBLEMS
Let us now briefly discuss th e three ma in approaches indic a ted in

Figure 1.
Th eoretica l Physics
Th eor eti c a l physic s and mathematics make considerabl e use of analogi es ,
many of "hich are geometrical in character; for example the c a lculus was
originally based on the id ea of gradients and areas.
2 or 3 dimensions are gene r alized to
dim ensions .

Both diSCiplines

n

Familiar conc epts in

or to an infinit e number of

r e l y heavi ly

011

the use of symbolism, enabling

many actu.J c ases t o be described by a single algebraiC formula .

Theoretica l

phy s ics i s position- free si nce it c a n surv ey any portion of space-time with
equal ease, for example th e in side of a neutron star at some distanL epoch.
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It is scale-free, ranging at will from the dimension of a quark to LhaL of
23
10
the whole universe and from 10secOllds to
years , and it is universal
J

in the sense that a single piece of Lheory such as Coulomb's law or Laplace's
equation can be applied to innumerable actual situations .
Theory makes extensive use of linearization.
"When in doubt, linearize" .

There is almost a motto

Any linear process is relatively easy to solve

by analytic techniques and weakly non-linear processes by perturbation theory.
Strongly non-linear processes are much more difficult, whether in hydrodynamics, hadron physics or general relativity .

Symmetry and

consel~aLion

laws are related to one another and play an essentia l rol e not only in basic
theory but also in practical problems using the method of separation of variables .

Complex func tion theory has a similar dual role; it appears to be

fundamental to high-energy physics and to the th eory of ordinary differential
equations and at the same time is of great practical use in thc solution of
2-dimensional problems because of its relation t o Laplace ' s equation .

Many

of the mathematical 'Methods of Theoret ical Physics' have been summarized in
the book of Morse and Feshbach [16J and one may envisage that a similar compilation will be undertaken for computational physics in due course.
Approximati on techniques are essential.

Sometimes this means separating

out a few of the many degrees of freedom of a large system, or distinguishing
between widely different time-scales as in the method of adiabatic invariants.
In other cases such as statistical mechanics the number of degree s of freedom
NF is treated as infinit e since this makes the formulae much simpler .
theory seems to prefer

NF . ~

1 or NF

Thus

~ m.

These are some of the mathematical tool s ; practical tools include pencil
and paper, chalk and blackboard, books, journals and meetings.
physics is cheap but it requires high intelligence .

Th eore tica 1

Another important feature

is that theory is self-enhancing; by practising it one becomes a better
physiCist.

This is not necessarily true of experimental physics (which

requires the organization of staff and finance, the building of apparatus and the management of contracts), nor of computational physics (which involves
struggling with awkward and unreliabl e computing systems, ill-d es igned job
control l anguages, much handling of cards and paper and a continual search
for errors in th e programs).

A major task will be to build this feature of

's e If-enhancement ' into computational physics by improvi ng the techniques and
making them more universal and by raising system reliability .
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Experimental Physics
Exp erimenta l Physics provides the ultimate test and source of information for the0ry, just as theory provides the equalio!lS to be solved by

computati on .

•

Inth great ingenuity the scope of experiments and observations

has gradually been extended both 14ays from the human scale to the range
10-13 cm - 1010 light years in length and from 10-23scconds - 1010 ycars in
time .

BuL experimental physics is neither position-free nor. scale-free, and

the cost of an experiment depends very much on the scale of the phenomenon
which is under investigation .

Ifhere the expense is hi gh it may be preferable

to use theory or computation although experimental modelling is often also of
great use.

Outside the solar system, and beyond our own epoch, expe riments

are no longer possible and only observations or computer simulations can be
carried out.

No experiment is exact and the potential sources of error must always be
carefully examined .

This is an accepted part of the experimental ethos which

must nowadays be extended to include numerical experiments LOo;

it is perhaps

not generally recogniz ed that it should also be applied to the use of approximations in theoretical physics.

One advantage of the computer is that it can

often be used to check the validiLY of the approximations that are made, thus
providing a second method for testing theory.

Computational Physics
The technique of Numerical Simulation which is used in computationa l
physics combine s some of the features of bOLh theory and experiment.

Li ke

theoretical physics it is position-free and scale-free, and it can survey
phenomena in phase space just as easily as in real space .

It is symbolic in

the sense that a program, like an algebraic formula, can handle any number
of actual calculations, but each individual calculation is more nearly
analogous to a single experiment or observation and provides only numerica l
or graphical results.
To some extent it is possible to so l ve equations on a computer without
understanding them just as one can carry out an exploratory ' botanizing '
experiment.

This technique is often useful and i t seems clear that if the

equations of compressible and incompressible flow could have been solved
numerically at the time when they were first derived by Euler in the
18th cenLury 14e should quickly have gained an intuitive understanding of
non-linear phenomena such as shocks, vortices, boundary layers,
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turbulence .

With more complicated processes involving a considerable range

of length or time scales it is hOl,ever essenLial to make analy tic "pproximations before putting the problem on to the computer, othen,ise imp ossibly
l arge amounts of machine time or storage space may be needed . Not more than
about NF ~ 106 degrees of freedom can be han dled on present-day computers, or
NF ~ 10 3 if partic1 0s or Fourier components all interact with one another .
Thus compuLationa l physics can fill in the range b etween

f ew-particle

dynamics and sta tistic al mechanics, in particular by checking th e validity
of pO\oler- scries expansions .

Diagnostic measurements on the data obtained from numerical simulation
are relatively easy compared to th eir counterparts in real expe riments .
This makes it po ssible to obtain many-particle correlations, for example,
which can be checked against theory.

Very large quantities of data are how-

ever generated by typical 3-dimensional cal c ulat ions in fluid dynamics,
astrophysics, geophysics or plasma physi cs; for exampl e , a run using 8 variables each of 32 bits, with a space mesh of size (lOOx lOOxlOO ) and a duration
of 1000 timest eps , will produce 2.5 x lOll bits of data.

Similar storage

requireme nts occur fo r experimental data in many f{elds of physics and on12
line devices holding up to 10
bits are curr ent ly available [13J.
Holographic methods for rapid access to much large r volumes of data are
envisaged in due c our se .

IHth num erica l simulation it may often be more

economic simply to repea t the run, but irreplaceable data from geophysical
or space phy si cs observations clearly must be stored .

An added inc entiv e to

the construction of large-scale storage devices will come from the att empt to
make the scientific literat ure available on-line.
Numerical simulation is particularly suitable for non-linear, nonsymmetrical phenomena where the usual techniques of Fourier transformation
and separation of variabl es do not apply (as in weather cal cu lations), but
often the programs are easier to write and th e calculations go much faster in
simple situations such as rectangular Cartes ian geome try with per iodic
boundary conditions .

Computers are also good at handling s ituations whe re

considerable accuracy is required, as in the optimization of nuclear r ea ctors,
and situations of great complexity de s cribed by many coupled equations.
Synerge tics
Sometimes one method of approach will be mOre appropria t e and sometimes
another; frequently th ey wi ll work in pairs and at timcs all three methods
must be used together.

This mutual support i s t er me d Synergetics and has be e n
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discussed by Zabusky [17J in connection "ith the I'ermi-Pasta-Ulam problem.
An example "here computational techniques are particularly approp riate is in
the solution of the equations which describe rite internal structure and
evo lut ion of stars [18,19J.

ThcSD equations arc ccmplicatcd and nan-li~car

but they are "ell-defined, and provid ed that spherical symmetry can be
assured they are well "ithin the range that compu ters are able to handl e.

On

the other hand analytic methods have difficulty because of the non-lineadty,
"hilst it is clearly a"lmard to do experiments or even to make observations
(except with neutrinos) in the interior of a star.

Detailed calculations of

internal stellar structure and evolution have therefore been carried out and
compared with observations on mass, luminosity, spectral type, pulsation
period, light curve and other data, all of which refer only to the outside of
the star.

It is ho"ever noteworthy that in the one case where internal

observations can be made, namely on the neutrino emission from the sun, the re
does appear to be serious disagreement and the onus is no" on theory to
explain this [20).

A prime goal of both experiment and computation in hand-

ling complex many-body phenomena is to find striking new regularities or
paradoxes for theory to explain.

The book by Betchov and Criminale on ' The

Stability of Parallel Flows' [2lJ gives a good account of the way in which
analytic and computational techniques can support one another in one branch
of fluid dynamics.
4.

CLASSES OF INFORNATION
It is characteristic of the electronic computer that it deals primarily

with digital information, although capable of handling many other types of
information as indicated in Figure 4.

All forms of digital information are

freely convertible into one another but in many other cases th e transformation is essentially one-I'ay, being much easier out of the digital form than
into it .

Thus it i s relatively strai ghtforward to make a computer talk but

much hard er for it to understand the human voice.
not so readily interpret photography.
read them.

It can dra" graphs but

It can print books but not easily

Therefore there is a natural tendency to replace each type of

information by its digital equivalent so that it can readily be transmitted,
duplicated, manipulated and displayed, all other forms of information being
then regarded as evanescant versions intended only for immediate display to
humans.

Analogue-to-digital conversion can be carried out readily in either

direction I'ith some l oss of accuracy, so that measuring devices equipped I'ith

AID conv ertors will incr eas ingly be directly connect ed to the computer, and
wire chamber da ta may eventually replace bubb Ie-chamber photographs [13 J .
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Table 1 will thus gradua lly be unified although it is not clear hO>1 near to
completion thi s process will go.
If this

~cvclop;ncnt ha~

:let proceeded very

r~r

in phYGico as yet , it is

partly because of the vast amount of data with which the average physicist
habitually has to dea l.

A typical physics text in his private library

extends to 500 pages, with some 2500 characters on each page, Lhat is about
7
10 bits altogether. His complete private store of information is likely to
10
be of ord er 10
bits. This may be compared ,"ith the private allocation of
6
only about 5 x 10 bits of direct -access storage which is presently available
to the author at Culham.

It is clear that taking into account the require-

ments of the central library and other public informati on , even a moderatesized laboratory will require several x 10
before computers become fully effective .

12

bits of direct access storage

It is tru e that infrequently-used

information can be archived on to magnetic tapes but in practice this cau ses
great inconvenience.

Another obvious point is that books are pleas a nt to

handle; they employ lower-case characters, mathematical formulae, diagram s
and photographs, and they can be taken home or read on trains.

These advan-

tages will be less apparent when we have cheap portable graphic displays that
can be attached to any telephone.
Mathematics and physics have a peculiar relation s hip to graphics.

Many

of the basic ideas of mathematics are geometrical in origin and physicists
use graphs in innumer ab le different ways .

Computers can easily draw diagrams

using either pen record ers or cathode-ray tubes, although there has been a
tendency in the past to rely mainly on numerical output from line printers
which are actually more expensive than many graphica l

outpu~

devices.

It is

now possible to buy cheap, silent remote terminals capable of displaying up
to 300 vectors or 1200 characters/second, which can be linked to a computer
or telephone line and can also be provided with a l ocal hardcopy facility.
Having such a device in his own office is likely to cause a major change in
the way in which the physicist uses a computer, since not only will it be
possible to generate dynamically-changing diagrams but also to extend the
power of programming languages by using (s oftware-generated) Greek symbols
and other mathematical signs which have so far been missing.

It will be

interesting to see how mathematicians attempt to display the prop er ties of
n-dimensional space nOl< that th ey have this new tool.

(3 dimensions can

readily be achieved using polaroids, of course).
Graphical input is a fundamental problem, and the analysis of bubb1echamber photographs produced at CERN is responsible for much of th e scientific
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computing that is currently undertaken in Europe.

It has led to the instal-

lation of the fastest available computers (IBM 360/195 and CDC 7600), and to
a great deal of work on pattern recognition.
Another area of interest to physicists is high-speed data transmission,
which should occur at approximately TV rates so that a work e r at a disLant
\

lab oratory or Jniversity can view an on-line computer movie being generated

Zacharov reported rec ently [22J Lhat he has set up a
7
10 bits/second microwave link at the Daresbury laboratory in the UK, and

at a central facility.

tes ted it by bouncing the OS/360 operating sys tem backwards and [on,ards
several time before using it to process jobs successfully.

Pasta [23]

outlined the US concept of a National Science Computer Network which could
supply a complete information service to a univ ersity using a sing l e
commercially available line o[ about 50 Kbaud capacity .
Although the scientific literature will no doubt be made available online in due course, this policy has many dangers "'hich should be carefu lly
examined .

The present reliability and indestructibility of the literature

stem partly from the fact that many copies of each textbook and journal are
distributed; these are freely intelligible to all scientists, are open to
public criticism and are virtually impossible to alter or destroy.

A com-

puter data bank is much more vulnerable, and it i s hard to see how the
scientific works o[ antiquity would have survived if they had been held in
digital form in one central location .

The destruction of th e library at

Alexandria was a serious loss to science.
5.

COHPUTER SIMULATION OF CLASSICAL SYSTEHS
Computers are extensively used to simulate the time- dependent behaviour

of physical systems described by classical laws.

Figure 3 gives a partial

breakdown of this area of activity : two fundamental areas of interest are
evidently the solution of sets of coupled partial differential equa tions
governing the behaviour of fields or continuous fluid media, and direct
particle-particle interactions as between stars in a
molecules in a fluid.

globular cluster or

Since it is impracticable to follow the N(N-l)/2

mutual interactions of more than about N ; 10 3 particles on present -day
comput ers, an important hybrid technique has been evolved which uses both
particles and fields .

Typically one follows the motion of up to 10

6

point

charges or stars obeying Newton ' s equations
d~i

dt

;

~
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dYi
: e E (x')
dt
- "-1

mi
where (say)

E

: -

'?

gra~

is the electric field computed by differencing the pot ent ial ep on a discrete
space mesh.

The potential is in turn obtained by solving Poisson's equation

..rep: -4 TTP
the charg e density
themselves.

p

being cal.culated from the positions of th e charges

This method di storts the close encounters between individual

particles, but fortunately these are not too important in collective phenomena
which are governed by long-range interactions of the Coulomb type.

It is

less suitable for studying short-range encounters bet"een the atoms or molecul es in the solid Or liquid state, but here the hybrid me thod is not really
needed because almost all the interactions are sufficiently distant to be
neglected and only th e forces between near neighbours need to be evalua ted.
Another significant technique is the Monte Carlo method which is used for
solving compl ex problems in neutronics or Knudsen flOl'.

This is based on the

idea that the results of individual collisions are only statistically predictable and can therefore be computed "ith the aid of a random-number generator.
Since much of the universe is governed by classical, non-linear physical
laws there is clearly a rich field for the application of computer simulation
and Table 2 lists a feH of the topics which have either been investi gated or
TABLE 2
Some Topic's in Classical Numerical Simulation
Earth's dynamo problem
Mantle convection
Seismology
Oceanography, tides
Meteorology
Iono sphere and Space physics
Solar flares, sunspots
Stellar atmosphere
Stellar structure and evolution
Pulsars
Stellar clusters
Cosmic gas clouds
Galactic structure; spiral arms
General relativity

Aerodynamics
Structure of real shocks
Fluid dynamics
Turbul ence
Thennal c o nv ec tion
Plasma physics
Magnetohydrodynamics
El ectron tub es
Particle accelerators
Industrial flow processes
Nuclear reacLors
Nuclear weapons design
Nuclear weapons effects
Statistical mechanics

are being considered at the present time.

Another useful classification is
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indi r~ted

in Table 3.
TABLE 3.

Types of Computer Simula tion

I.

Idealized theoretical studies

II .

Investi gation of real physical process es

III .

Design of apparatus or equipment

It is appropriate at thi s point to repeat the c aution already given in

§l.

Host of these classical systems poss ess a virtually inUni te number of
degrees of freedom

N ,
F

"ith space and time sca l es varying by facto rs of 10

9

or more . It is by no means obvious how to compress the physics into the
6
NF :::: 10 3 to 10 degree s of freedom that can b e handled by the computer, and
a rath er deep theoretical understanding is needed in order to devise suitable
finite methods and t o inves Li gate the numerical errors which occur .

There is

an inte resting analogy, which deserves further exami nat ion, b e tween lin earized modes on a finite difference mesh and waves on a peri odi c lattice in
solid state physics.

A cubic mesh with spacing 6s cannot represe nt wave-

numbers with componen ts having absolute values greater than
K

max

so that only a finit e reg i on Ro of
If two modes

~l

and

~2

~

rr/6s

(5 )

nea r th e origin c a n be described .

~-space

coupl e non-linearly to give a third mod e
(6 )

which lies outside Ro ' then its energy must be ' reflected ' back inside this
region by a type of
Umklapp process "hich is kno"n as ' alia si ng ' . This is
particularly awkward in 3-dimensional turbule nce studies wher e energy should
cascade tm,ards the shorter wavelengths [24-26J.
A different and more fund amen tal probl em [27J occurs in 2-dime nsiona l

incomp ress ible fluid dynamics where energy tends to move the other way, from
th e shorter to th e longer wavelengths [24-26].

Since the earth's atmosphere

behaves in many resp ec ts like a 2-dimensional fluid there is curre ntly some
reason for beli eving that weak small-scale disturbances may Hi thin a finiLe
period build up to produce macroscopic effects, making the weather
unpredictable in principle after a time "hich appears to be of order 14 days .
This hypothesis can read ily be tested on the c omput e r by introducing a small
disturbanc e at some point "ithin a previous calculation and Lhen repeating
the run to s ee "hat difference it makes.
In partial cOlltradiction to this idea a re many numerical experiments in
- 13 -
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2 dimensions in which strikingly regular phenomena are seen to arise as the
final state of unsLable non-linear fl0l4S [28J .

Figure 5 ShOHS the resulLs

of some calcu l ations carried out by Christiansen and the author [29J, in
which the motion of clouds of point vortices was foUOI,ed using the particlcand-field method .

•

In many cases the final state consists of one or more

stable intera ting vortices of finite area \-,hose properties ought to be
predictable by simple theoretical argumenLs, the only uncertainty being a
phase degeneracy due to the periodic symmetry in cases (a) and (b) and
rotational symmetry in case (c).

Sometimes an apparently stable state lasts

for only a finite time, after which it breaks up as shown in case (c), and
subsequently forms a nel' pattern on a larger scale .

Similar processes of

'vort ex condensation' are observed experimentally and this is currently a
fruitful fie ld for synergetic study by aU the three approaches indicated in
Figure 1 .
Pha se changes, for example those between the solid and liquid states,
can be studied on the computer either by the method of Molecular Dynamics
which foUol's the motion of a fel< hundred interacting particles [30J or by a
modified Monte Carlo method "hich counts configurations [3 1].

Thi s is a

non-linear situat i on in which it is difficult for th eory t o make progress
and the calculations by Alder ,

\~ood

and others have been ins trumental in

casting doubt on some of the current th eories and in supporting earlier ideas
such as those of Van der Haals.

The fact th at only a small number of

particles can be us ed encou r ages a careful rethinking of some of th e basic
concepts of statistical mechanics .
An important early success "as the work of Fermi, Pasta and Ulam [32J
on th e dynamics of non-linear Or anharmonic lattices of point particles.

A

recent paper by Zabusky [17 J point s out th at this has blossomed into three
distinct but overlapping areas :
1.

The r mal conductivity in non-linear crystals .

2.

Mixing, ergodic or 'stochastic ' behaviour and the
approach to thermodynamic equilibrium .

3.

Non-linear I'ave propagation, energy focussing and
sharing, so liton s and the Kurte"eg-de Vries equation.

Aga in it is found that the behaviour of non-linear systems is much richer
than might have been expected and that previously unpredicted regularities
occur which then stimulate fundamental theoretical work such as that of the
Princeton group [33].

Computer movies or animated on-line interactive

di sp l ays can play an important r o l e in bringing these regularities to li ght.
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In the technological field

t>JO

of the most important and s ucc e5s[ul

applications areas have been th e desig n and opt i mization of atomic and
thermonucl ea r >Jeapons and of fis sion reactor • and for nearly 30 years this
Hork has pushed fonlBrd the developmen t both ot neH compuLer hardHare and
also of many basic numerical methods [3,34

J.

It is interesting to examine

the reason Hhy these particular calculations shoul d have been so successful,
and in the c ase of weapons hydrodynamics it appears to be that th e [low is
constraine d by technol ogical requiremen ts to remain simple, in contrast for
examp le to th e comp l ex flO\. past th e body of an aircraft.

It could Lh erefore

be handled adequately even by the earliest com puters provi ded that arrangements >Jere made to deal "'ith s hocks [34,35] and fluid interfaces [ 3 J ,
whil e aircraft and ship design still relies heavi ly on the usc o[ analogue
device s such as "'ind tunnels and mode l tanks .
In astrophysics it is again the simple I-dimensio nal calculations on
stellar structure and evolution [ IS ] and th e dyn amics of variab le stars [36J
that hav e been most success ful, alth ough much i mportant work has been done on
the dynamics of ste llar clu sters [37] and on the origin of Lhe spiral arms of
galaxies [3SJ.

Ste Uar clusters are interesting from the statistical

mechanics point of view b ecause t",o point masses can release an unlimit ed
amount of energy by moving sufficiently close together; the ultra-violet
catastrophe Hhich was removed for charged elementary particles by the i ntroduction of quantum theory sti ll exists in gr avitational th eory and c an be
seen in action in comput er runs .

The problem of the stability of the spiral

arms still remains after a considerable amount of theoretical [39J

and

computational Iwrk [3SJ, and other in terest ing areas for numerica l simulation
in astrophysics include solar flares, rotating stars, X-ray stars and
pul sars [40J, and unsymmetr ical iniLial-value probl~ns in genera l relat ivity
[4 1].

In all these areas the application of comput ers is favour e d by the

difficult non-linear 3- dime nsional nature o[ th e problems and by the imprac ticability of real experiments and sometimes even of scaled models .

It is

nOl. feasible and economic to perform 3-dimensiona l magnetohydrodynamics and
astrophysics calculations on a (lOOxlOOx lOO) space mesh using a computer suchas the Control Data STAR-lOO, but further work will be needed on progranuning
t e chniqu es , numer ica l analysis and display method s before a marked impact on
the progress of astrophysics b egi ns to be felt .
6.

mo

USEFUL ANALOGIES

Because computational phy s ics is a comparative l y young branch of science
it is us e ful t o dra", upon ana l ogies with older, better understood di scip l ines
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to s

how it can best be developed.

!

One interesting analogy is thal betl;C'cn

a numerical experimenl and a real laboratory experiment .

Surprisingly enough,

their costs and the time and effort needed to set them up are of len quite
compargble , and

•

ther~

is

ev~ri

reason to be as afficic.ttt and sophisticated as

possible in large-scale computational work.
The computer program corresponds to the apparatus of the experiment,

•

and it should be equally "ell designed, constructed and tested according to
sound engineering principles.

Just as "ith a major laboratory apparatus it

"ill often be necessary to employ substantial design and programming team s
and to use t echniqu es such as modular conslruction and critical path plann ing .
A program can be equipped "ith built-in instrumentati on for test purposes,
and it should be "ell documented so that it can readily be understood by
future "orkers after a period of several years, or modified for use on other
computer systems or other physics problems.

Careful checks should be made

on numerical accuracy, the empirical measurements being compared "ith
theoretical estimates.
A straightfon.ard simulation run which generates nothing but vast
quantities of numbers is analogous to a laboratory experiment in "hich no
measurements are actually made.

To be useful, the raw apparatus must in each

case be supported by adequate diagnostics .

An advantage of the numeri cal

experiment is that detailed measurements can be made "ithout any disturbance
to the physics at all, although often at some cost in computer time.
Properties such as many-particle correlation functions can be examined and
compared against theory which it would be impossible to observe in any other
Alder has point ed out [30J that in such a case one also knoHs the exact

way .

lal> of force, which would not be true of many real experiments, so that computing can provide a more accurate check of the approximations made in the
theory .
Modern experiments frequently use modular, pre-packaged diagnostic
equipment ,·,ith standard interfaces, e.g. the CANAC series .

Corresponding

developments are takin g place in numerical simulation in order to reduce
programming delays .

It is also practicable I>ith a multi-programming computer

system to carry out simulation runs 'on- l ine') monitoring them from a control

desk equipp ed l.ith one or more keyboards and visual displays .

A run can be

suspended to allol> time for thought , it can be restarted from a previous
point in order to test alternatil'e physical assumptions, or it can call upon
the physicist himself to make decisions which are loo difficult to program.
It seems likely lhat some of the more complex astrophysical situations may
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best be simulated in this way.
A second useful ana logy is betHeen a computer program and part of the
mathematical literature, e.g . a texLbook.
ing with complex

Journal articles and books deal-

subjects are carefully designed to be as intelligible as

possible, and many of the same techniques can be taken over in the sLruc ture
and documentar'.on of physics programs [8].

So far as practicable all Horkers

in the field should be able to share a common pool of notation, conventions,
programs and subroutines just as they share the techniques of math(>matical
physics, and it is for this reason that the journal 'Computer Physics
Connnunica tions' and the International Physics Program Library [7] have been
set up.

Physicists and maLhematicians are beginning to recognize the need

for c ompendia of tested and published subroutines, analogous to the comprehensive 'Handbook of Hathematical Functions ' of AbramoHitz and Stegun [42] .
7.

QUANTUN HECHANICAL CALCULATIONS
Ex tensive quantum-mechanical calcu la tions are carried out in atomic ,

molecular and solid-state physics, in quantum chemistr}' and in nuclear and
particle physics.

Although these clearly cannot be discussed adequately in

a single paper it may be illuminating to make some comparisons Hith classical
c omputational physics .
For practical purposes the mathematical 1m·]s governing the behaviour of
electrons and nuclei in matte r can be considered exactly knoHn, being
r e pr esent ed by the Schrodinger or Di rac eq uations together H1t h perturbation
theo ry in quantum e l ectrodynamic s and a small correction Hhere necessary for
th e finite charge distribution on the nucleus .

If these equations could be

solved numerically with sufficient precision then vast areas such as atomic
and molecu l ar spectroscopy, e l ectr onic and atomic collision phenomena ,
quantum chemi str y and solid s tate physics could simply b e hande d over t o the
computer .

Our earli er considerations might suggest tha t this could never be

possible because of the l arge number 3n of dimensions and therefore of 'degrees
of fr eedom ' associated with Schrodinger ' s equation
- Hi

~"v (r-' t)
at

for a n n-particle system .

-1\2

2

= [ ~-2-'\l1'
1.

mi

J

-V( r ) v ( r , t l

--

(7)

In fact, hOHever , much mOre precise results can

be obtained in quantum theory than Hould be the case for analogous partial
differential equations in classical physics, and it is instructive to ask
why thi s should be .
Th e first po int t o notice i s th a t th e explicit time-dependence represented
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by equa tion (7) is rarely needed;

we require mainly eigenvalues and eigen-

functi ons of stationary states together with transiti on prob abilit ies between
them.
time

The real timc
T

t

can therefore be

so that (7) can be

\~ritten

[0

".ally replaced by an imagin ary

symbolically as
(8 )

analogous to the diffusion equation govern;ng the buildup of the neutron
populati on in a supercritical assembly .

A region of negative potential

V

corresponds to a 's ource ' region where fission dominates absorption, while
positiv e V corresponds to a neutron-absorbing region.
T

After a long ' time '

the fastest-growing mode
(9)

dominat es, where

-Eo

is the energy of the ground state , so that a straight-

forward initial-value calculation in imaginary time provides both the ground
state energy level and wave function .
This idea can be traced back a long way, at le ast to Feynman's thesis
(1942).

It has rec ent ly been used as the basis for a number of prototype

computations using mesh techniques
i ntegrals [45].

[43J ,

}lonte Carlo

[44J

and Feynman path

On e of the problems in using Feynman paths to solve (7)

directly is that th eir amplitudes are complex and interfere destructively
so that a numerical sum over paths is unlik e ly to converge .

With e quati on (8)

the amplitudes are real and most of the difficulties no lon ger arise.

The

main conclusion we ,;ish to drm, here ho,;ever is that because (8) is a
diffusion equation the

i2

term ensures tbat tb e higb wave-number modes

rapidly disappear, so that quantum-mechanic a l functions tend to be smoother
and tbus more easily calculated than tbeir counterparts in classical physics
where for example in turbulence the amplitudes of short wavelength modes
continually increas e .

An alternative and more

plane-wave components of high momentum

E.

= 11 ~

usual interpretation is that
in tbe solution $ are

inhibited by energy conservation .
Another note"orthy fac t is the remarkab le stability, precision and
reproducibility o[ quantum-mechanical structures such as atoms Or molecules
compared to anything that exists in classical phy s ics.

Althou gh we talk

about the 'uncertai nty principle', the future state of a compl ex quantummechanical molecule is actually much more ordered and predictable than any
structure of interacting classical particles governed by Earnshaw's the orem
could ever be and this is why sucb a molecule is able to serve as a reliabl e
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carr 'r of geneti c information.

This point Has emphasized by Schr o<.li nger in

Chapter IV of his book 'I,ha t is Life'

[46 J, published in 1945.

fo .: our

purposes it suggests that detailed numerical computations of compl ex atomic
struct ures

al~ m~aningful

and have some chance

or

,:,u\....:I:~s.

The actual so lution of equaLion (7) is an exce ll ent example of the
synergetic approach .

It is doubtful whether any mathematician faced with

the many -parti cle Schrodinge r's equation could have predicte d th e existence
of complex atoms and mo l ecules ab initio, and certainly not by using a comput er .

The deve lopment was in fact gu ided by a great deal of ch emical,

spectroscopic and X-ray evidence from experiments, together with th e particle
concepts of classical physics and the older quantum theory.

This included

th e idea of closed electron shells and the explanation of the periodic table
given by Bohr in 1922 [47J, while Hartree [48J in 1923 and Lindsay in 1924 [49J
had already begun to introduce the concept of a self-consistent field [49J .
By the time that Schrodinger ' s equation was put forward in 1926, therefore, a
considerable amount of information was available concerning the qualitative
nature of its solutions, and it was natural to introduce techniques such as
th e Rayleigh-Ritz variational method, the I-electron model, the Hartree and
Hartree-fock methods and the Born-Opp e nheimer approximation in order to make
numerical or analytic calculations practicable.
An important feature of these solutions is their approximate separability.
Complex systems can be broken dOl'1I1 into weakly interacting subsystems, and
solutions of the multi - dimensional equation (7) can be represented by antisymmetrized product wave-functions of the Hartree -fock type with some
allo\<lance for configuration interaction or correlation .

As a consequence the

amount of informa tion required in a numerical solution is enormously reduced,
so that for sufficiently large molecules it presumably depends only linearly
on the number of particles

n

instead of exponentially .

The appropriate

breakdown into subsystems depends in the first place on a combination of
expe rimen t, th eory and intuition but it can increasingly be tested quantitatively on the computer.
These mathemat ical and physical properties of the solutions have the
practical consequence that ' experiments ' or ' measurements I in atomic physics

or chemistry ,.hich are made on the computer arc gra dually becoming more and
more competitive \<lith those made in the laboratory.

Naturally this develop-

ment has gone furthest where the calculations are relatively straightforward
and laboratory experiments are particularly difficult to carry out, and
astrophysics has relied for some time on atomic data obtained from numerical
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calculations.

Because of the considerable amount of programmine and comput-

ing required, as well as the possibility of a breakd own into phys ical s ubs y stems

which

can be combin ed together in many ways, this fi e ld of phy s ics

depends for its continued growlh on good orgaoiz8rinn

collaboration.

~n d

int ernAtiona l

Easy-to-use, genera l-purpose programs and subroutines should

be available in published form, together with large data banks storing
integrals, 'Have-functions, and sub-system pr o pertie s in order to avoid

unnecessar y duplication.

According to Burke [51]

"Firstly, in tho se areas where the theory is nOvl on a fairly firm
found ation we can expect the development of very good atomic codes
which will allow astrophysiCists, plasma physicists etc . to obtain
answers to their atomic questions on request.

Already a number of

s uch codes are close to completion and the best way of releasing
th em to the physics community is under active consideration .

It is

clear that the preparation of input data and the analysis of output
from such codes present formidable logistics problems and some
thought has to be given to the design of suitable control programs.
Recent efforts in this direction have b een made using an IBM 2250
graphical unit to display tabular or graph ical material stored in
a data bank and to initiate runs of the appropriate computer code
if the required data is not already available [52] .

The second

area which is under active development at the moment is the design
of an on -line retrieval system which will us e as its data base
suit ably verified data extracted from the lit erature [53].

One of

the main problems here is to study the best way of compressing and
pres enti ng the va st amount of information on quantities like
potential energy curves, cross-sections, oscillator strengths etc .
which are at pres ent or will shortly become available.

Both of

th ese developments are seen to be aimed mainly at th e physicist in
some other field who nee ds a number to enable him to interpret data
of int e rest to himll.

Wahl [54J has given a good account for the non-specialist, with many
references, of the us e of computers in quantum chemistry .

He points out the

great adv antage of being able to study collision processes in graphical form:
"\-1e can ' freeze ' our numer ical model and 'look' at any stage of a

proc ess.

For example

\ole

can

llO\ol

watch a molecule form or atoms

collid e in terms of their changing electronic charge densi ty continuously being displayed on a cathode ray tube controlled by
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digital computers during the chemical process numerically under
way".
Although such calt,;ul:J.tlons arc:

(;:xpenslv~,

fl111l::'

JJLvuuc~J

111 lh.i.ti

\"&j

[55J may be expected to have great educational value in demonstrating the
qualitative and qu antitative meaning of many of the models and approximations
that are used, and this applies generally throughout much of physics.
In nuclear and particle physics the use of the computer is somewhat
different because here the basic 1m,s are l ess precisely known .

The

'equipment ' required is however much the same, and a noteworthy development
i s the DELPHI-SPEAKEASY system set up by Cohen [56J at the Argonne Nationa l
Laboratory which was originally intended to serve the field of nuclear shell model studies and has since become a generalized program for theoretical
physics.
As a final comment in this discussion of quantum mechanica l calculations
we rec a ll the highly and increasingly accurate "ark on the 2-electron bound
s t a te probl em which has been carried out since the task was begun by
Uyll eraas[5 7J in 1929, culminating in the most recent calculations of Pekeris
and colleagues [58J

publi shed last year which yie ld twelve places of

accuracy for the ground state of th e helium alom.

One of the aims here is

to check the higher-order predictions of qu antum e l ectrodynamics .
8.

DATA PROCESSING AND ON-LINE CONTROL OF APPARATUS
Electronic processing of experimental data or control information

b e comes wortlmhile and even essentia l when the parameters lie out side the
hum an range .

This may occur for many reason s including the vast amount of

repe titive data processing required, the speed of accuracy of response that
is

ne e de~

and th e inacc essibility of the equipment.

No one field of physics

c an be singled out but amongst th ose at th e forefront in thi s app li cation of
computers may be mentioned:
Space phy sics
High energy physics
Radio astronomy
X-ray crysta llography
Seismology .
A standard pattern of computer network for physics l aboratories is beginning
to establish itself.

This typic ally includes a powerful central computer C

coupled to a sma ller ' front-end machine ' F, with access to a l arge data -b ank D.
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Each sizeable experimental apparatus or piece of equipment has one or more
data-proce ssing and conlrol computers of its own, and these are linked vi" I'
to bOlh C and D.

Also attached to th e front· "!ld machine F

aT('

teletypes and

displays throughout the laboratory, together wiLh graphical hardcopy devices
and possibly a microfilm recorder in addition to routine peripherals such as
card readers, printers and magnetic tape decks.
may be situated

Remote job entry equipment

at points some distance from the main computer building, and

I' will usually be connected to the automatic dialled telephone network as

Hell as possib ly to other computer systems via hi gh -speed data links .
The aCLual situation is very fluid at the present time because of Lhe
large quantity of incompatible hardware and software that already exists and
is gradually being coupled together .

Standardization is hO'vever essential

for further progress and will therefore presumably take place.
important requiremen t is reliability.

Another

Large computer systems are kno'<I1 to

break down every few hours and to require much operator intervention, and
this clearly must not be allo"led to affect the working of an entire laboratory .

Th e individual elemenLs of the network must therefore be designed to

work separately so far as po ss ible, with some duplication of essential services .

An attractive possibility is to delegate some of the functions

previously carried out by C such as file editing, compilation and small
interactive calculations to a smaller computer which can [unction reliably
and unattended on a 7-day, 24-hour basis.

The design and operation of a

laborat ory or even a national or in ternational network [23J is increasingly
a problem in Information Engineering.
There are obvious parallels bet,,,een partic l e physics and atomic spectroscopy on the one hand, and between radio and optical astronomy on the other.
It is interesting to enquire why in each of the two new disciplines it is
necessary to rely on extensive data processing where previously in the old",r
disciplines a simple photographic plate sufficed, a development which is
perhaps related to the increase in both the sca l e and cost of the equipment .
In each case it appears to be wavelength of the particles or quanta thatis the important parameter.

ln particle physics quantum events have to be

ana lys ed individually in great detai l, and the energy analysis must be carried
out by large-scale magnetic fields rather Lh an by diffraction gratings,
interference filters or prisms "'hich are only available at much longer waveleng ths comparable with the atomic dimensions of ordinary maLLer .
mize

IN

To mini-

staListical fluctuaLions it is evident that millions of events are

required IVhich only a high-speed computing sysLem can handle.

Conversely,

Lhe very long wavelengths used in radio-astronomy also require large-scale
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equi, Jent in order to get adequate angular resolving pOlver, culmi naLing in
the use of base-lines thousands of miles long, the data being recorded on
magnetic Lap e and synchronized by atomic clocks.

Here the inform3tion con-

sists of continuous ciass1cal \vavcforms r ather than statistical qunntum-

mechanical data, but it i s on such a large scale th at only a compuLer can
analyse it.
Once data has been accumulaLed and proc essed it must be stored in convenient form for futur e interpre t a tion.

There are excHing possibilities

here, since previously-recorded experimental information c an be summoned up
from a consol e , analysed according to some newly-desi gned algoriLhm, and the
results di s pl ayed on - line in graphical form.

A good example was demonstrated

rece ntly in the BBC TV program 'The Re stless Earth' in which seismic data
that had previously be en recorded by the large detection array in Hontana
was being analy sed on-line at HIT, Lhe phases being adjusted at l1ill to
' point the teles cope' in any desir e d direction and so locate the fo cus of an
earthquake.

Problems arise from the enormous quantity of ex perimenta l and

observa tional data that is potentially available, and the need for adequate
indexing schemes and nel1 languages to enable it to be l ocated aLld analysed
so that i t can be exploited effectively by physicists.

Th e CERN magnet ic

tap e library is current ly increasing at the rate of 10,000 tapes a year,
I1hile NASA is said to be receiving 100,000 tap es a year of data from
satellites in orbit and nOI1 to have about 750,000 tapes altoge ther in its
library [13J.

Handling such large quantities of information places a con-

siderable burden on the computer operating staff , and forms of analysis I1hich
require the use of a small quantity of data from each of many records l1ill
hardly be practicable until truly random-access on-line data storage is in
use.

Computer processing of televised pictures from the moon and

~lars

is now

quite familiar and it seems cl ear that for tho se wavelengths that cannot
propagate through the earth ' s atmosphere the immediate future of observation al astronomy lies lVith automated, orbiting observatories I1hich teleme ter their
data back to stations on the ground and can where necessary be controlled
on-line by earth -ba sed observers.

Automatic acquisition and processing of

data from ordinary optical telesc opes are also being introduced.
9.

COMPUTER-ASSISTED DESIGN OF APPARATUS
Hany types of physics a ppar a tu s are nO\1 be ill g designe d l1ith the aid of

computers.

On-line ' desk-calculaLor ' facilities arc very popular us ing

ordinary teletypes or vi s ual displays connected to a central computer,
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although these meet strong and healthy competition from ind ividual deskcalculators I<hich are oELen mOre convenient to use and can be equipped \'lith
stored programs, function keys and ploLting devices.

The use of interacLive

graphics is likely to prov e increasingly important in apparatus design as
well as in many other areas of compuLational physics, but seems to have been
hampered in th" past by the high cost of graphics terminals as wel l as by
the undue complexity of the software .

A storage tube such as the

Tektronix 4010 is no\; quite inex pensive and on some computer systems can
receive i ts character or vector input directly from user-writt en Fortran
routines in A-format, so that a substantial increase in this kind of application may be expecLed .
~lonte

Carlo methods are I<idely employed for the optimization of particle

detection apparatus used in high energy physiCS, and ano ther interesting
application is in the design of high-vacuum equipment where individual molecules follow straight-line paths between their collisions with the walls.
10 .

ALGEBRAIC

~~NIPULATION

Hath ema tic s provides many standard t oo l s for the physicis t [16 J. Some
of th ese are pur e l y mechanical such as th e rules for differentiating
e l ementary functions, oth ers are somel<hat more heuristic like the rules for
e l ementary or c ontour integrals;

many are very intuitive indeed .

But all

th ese t ools are used over and over again throughout the who l e of theoretical
phys ics and so th ere is good reason for trying t o mechan is e them in order to
remove unnecessary labour.
Hu ch work has been done by c omputer scientists in the difficult fi e ld
of Hachin e Intelligence, but little of this has pr oduced new results in
math ema tics or physics as yet .

Physicists th emselv es have concentrated on

areas where relativ e l y straightforward al gebr a ic manipulations must be
c a rried out a large numb er of times .
products of y-matrices

These includ e th e evaluation of

or Feynman diagrams in 6th or 8th order quantum

electrodynamics [S9J, th e handling of t ensors in general r e l ativity ,
the evaluation of coup ling coefficients in atomic calculations [SlJ, and th e
automatic genera tion of computer programs to solve coupled sets of partial
differentia l equations [60J.
These successful app licaL ions have emphas i zed some of the difficulties
including the lack of an entirely suitable programming language , the t end ency
for in termediate expressions to become very l ong and so consume much storage
space, and the difficulty which th e comput er finds in performing some op e r a -
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tions which are quite ohvious to a man such as

a

2

(10)

+ 2 ab + b z ... (a + b) Z

A temporary solut i on "ould seem Lo be the deve lopment of a 'poHer-assisted
algebra' facility, in "hich the computer would do the actual hard work but
many of the difficulL dec isions or suggestions "auld be n.de by lh e phys ici st
user .

This is impraclicable ",ilh batch process ing sysLems, and nol too easy

\<lith teletypes becau se of their noise, low speed and re str icted character
set, but it is becoming increasing ly feasible "ith fast visual di sp lays.
One can readily i magine displays "'hich "ould be equipped ,·,ith hard\<lare generated Greek symbols and standard mathematical signs, together lIilh keys
for frequently-used operations , but much of this can alrea dy be simulated by
soft\<lare.

A light pen is an excellent tool for specifying the palh of a

contour integration.

11 .

COHPUTERS AND THEORETICAL PHYSICS
Finally let us dis cuss a parad ox.

Theor etical physicislS and mathe-

maticians have all.ays played a l eading rol e in the development of computers,
from Leibnilz and Babbage to Turing and von Neumann, and the actual computer
installations themselves have traditionally been run by the mathematics
departments of univ ersities and by the theoretical physics divisions of the
major scientific laboratories .

Nevertheless it seems that fundamental

Theoretical Physics and Mathematics "ill be amongst the last bastions to
fall to the "idespread advance of computers, and the most striking illustration is perhaps provided by the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton
itself, where the first computer seems temporarily to have been the last.
Why should this be?
Perhaps we should look at ho", theoretical physicists actually live .
They rely on infallible, cheap equipment such as pencils and paper, chalk,
blackboard and librari es , and they like to "ork at any hour of the day or
night.

Periods of int ense interaction with colleagues are followed by periods

of solitary thought or "riting.

Theoreticians employ hi gh ly symbolic

languages which are univ ersa lly und erstood , and which at the same time can be
freely extended to alloH the introduction of new ideas.

They use a wide

variety of symbo ls and positional notation and constantly dra", diagrams
order to explain their meaning.
Compul ers have so far been the antithesis of this ",ay of life.
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freql..mtly break down, th ey are nois y , very expensive, and produce great
qu anti ties of u,manted paper .

In the pas t th ey have ma inly been l ocalized

in one place a nd h;)ve o[L e" provid e d a l ong turn cound for even the simplest
operations.

Th eir char acter set ha s apparently bee n design ed [or .. riLers of

t e l egrams , and even hi gh-l eve l l anguages such as Fortran have been cumbersome
compared t o mathematics and difficult to change excep t by international committees ..hil e Algol 60 has never recognized the exis tence of com pl ex numbe rs.
LimiLed data storage has be en avai l abl e - ..e have already seen in §4 th a t it
is t ypica lly 0 .05% of "ha t a physicis t "ould normally use.

In striking con-

trast to the s hared literatur e of mathema tics a nd physics are th e innumerab le
programs and subroutines "hic h are confined to individuals or to small groups
of users.
Yet are these limitations inevitable, or arc they simply a reflection of
the fact that computers have been "ith us on ly a short "hile?

He kno,. Lhat

they can be conn e cted to t he universal automatic t e l e phone net l<ork, so that
by di al ling or more e asily just by pressing a butLon one can be connected
to any c omputer in the country or ultimate ly, in the world .

The commercia l

comput er utility "hich I habitua lly use both fr om home and fr om the Culham
laboratory provides an in s tantaneous, int eract iv e Fortran service 7 days a
"eek , 23 hours a day and vi rtually never breaks dO"ffi ;

certainly oven.h e lm-

ingl y l ess frequently than it is neces sary to sharpe n a penc il .

Von Neumann

was amongs t th e firs t t o pOint out [6 l J that reli able pe rformance c an be
achieved from basically unr eliab le components and there are now many computer
networks tha t are a lmost fault-free.

He nce in t "o r es pects at l east th e

t heoreticia n ' s i deal can no\o1 be a chi eved and at th e l aboratory we have
coupled the same utility to a Tektronix 4010 di splay in order t o produce
cheap int eractive graphics in a noi se-free environment.

There seemS no reason "hy all the other practical requirements of the
t heor et ical physicist should not now equally readily be met, and it would be
an interest ing exerc i se to design an optimum combination of hardware ,
software and pr ogrammi ng languages for a theoretical institut e , a quarter of
a century aft e r th e electronic di gita l computer "as first introdu ced .
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LANGUAGE, LEARNING, AND MODELS OF THE MIND

George A . Miller
The Rockefeller University
and
The Institute for Advanced Study

What has been the impact of the computer on linguistics and psychol ogy?

Let me approach the question in an academic context.
In 1940 , when I arrived at Harvard as a graduate student , I think

that the Department of Psychology owned about three major pieces of equipment .

I can remember two of them, and I add one to

memory.

allow

for faulty

I call them "major" because they must have cost about $1000.

The laboratory consisted of several rooms plus an all-purpose "shop"
for machine work, carpentry, electrical work, and painting.

As for

computers , there was a chap at Harvard playing · around with relays and
typewriters , but that was very remote from anything that went on in the
Department of Psychology .

At that time Harvard's Department of Psychol -

ogy was one of the best in the country , perhaps in the world , so it is
not unfair to use it as a benchmark for estimating subsequent develop ments.
We need a benchmark, for it is difficult even for those of us who
have lived through it to remember how rapidly the face of science has
changed in the last thirty years.

World War II mobilized scientists of
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all disciplines, gave them urgent problems and the funds and facilities
to pursue them.

The success of that effort led to

after the war , with consequent exponential growth
sion of the scientific enterprise -- in manpower,

in almost every dimen~n

budgets,

in technological applications, in publications, and even, I
in good ideas.

funding

cont~nued

~n

l~ke

facili ties,
to think,

This growth was greatest in the best-established sciences,

of course, but even young disciplines like psychology received as much
support as they could intelligently use.

Linguistics, being even younger

as a science and still regarded by many people as one of the humanities,
was less affected, but even there the repercussions of this national
science policy were felt .
lihen one tries to understand the impact of the computer on such fields
as psychology and linguistics, it is necessary somehOl" to factor out the
recent changes attributable directly t o computers from those attributab le
generally to increasing affluence .

Such factorizations are difficult, if

not impossible, for the computer is

ava~lable

only to those

resources to purchase or rent, staff , maintain , and program
the psychology departments in every major

univers~ty

w~th

sufficient

~t .

Today

have one or more

computers of their own , and often each laboratory in the department will
have one or two.

Linguistics departments do not actually operate their

own machines, for linguistic research seems to require very large memories,
but most universities have someone around who is competent in "computational linguistics" and who can be seen entering and leaving the computational laboratory at odd hours of day or night.

This

k~nd

of

fac~lity ,

this kind of computational activity, costs manpm"er, time , and money;
affluence is a necessary precondition.

And providing the

funds necessary
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to keep such installations humming has turned more than a few hairs gray
on the heads of department chairmen, deans, and university presidents.
In order to appreci a te what computers have done to psychology and
linguistics it is necessary to consider particular cases, cases in which
the effect

of the computer is obvious, and to neglect the general changes

in attitudes , styles of work, and ways of thinking that accompanied the
computer revolution.

It is my personal belief th a t the indirect effects

of computers on the way we go about our science are the most important
effects of all, but so much was happening on the scien t ific scene all
at once that factorization is a questionable undertaking .
return to consider the general change in ambience later.

I
•

~r s t

we need some specific examples of computer-induced research by way of
background .
Psychology
Let me begin with psychology, since the effects there have been
more profound than in linguistics and I know them better.

There has

been an historical trend for psychology to become more quantitative
every year, a trend that could easily be documented by counting the
variety and complexity of uses of statistical analysis of data appearing in psychological journals.

This trend antedates the computer by

half a century, so that, by the time computers became a v ailable, many
psychologists already had problems worthy of them.

Perhaps a typical

example is the method of analyzing data that is called " factor anaJ..ysis. "
Factor analysis is a procedure for analyzing a matrix of correlations computed between the results of psychological tests taken by a
group of i ndividuals .

A battery of tests is administered to a sample
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of people, their scores on each test are correlated with their scores
on every other test, and the result is
ysis determines the rank r

of

as points in an r-dimensional
should fall n ea r one

another

a

correlation matrix.

Factor anal-

this matrix, and represents the tests
space; two tests that measure the same thing
in this space.

The coordinates of the

space are then rotated until the coordinate values for each test seem
to reflect a psychologically meaningful configuration -- meaningful in
terms of the psychologist's intuitions about what traits o r abilities
the tests were testing.
Just to give some impression of what this method entails by way of
computational labor, imagine that fifty different tests were administered
to 200 individuals.

I will neglect the time required to construct the

tests and administer them, since the computer has not affected it.

But

scoring the tests would take about 1000 hours; to compute a Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient between two tests with 200 pairs
of scores would take about two hours, so 1225 correlation coefficients
means 2500 hours; factoring the matrix might take another 1000 hours;
rotating the solution to obtain an optimal description might take
another 500 hours.

So a respectable factor analytic study represented

an investment of about 5000 man-hours .

If we assume a diligent researcher

could devote 50 hours a week to this project, it would take him 100 weeks,
or two years to finish it.
The amount of effort involved in such a study was well known, of
course, and I personally held the belief that no psychology department
would fail to grant a Ph.D. degree to any graduate student who successfully completed such a chore.

But then the computer came on the scene .
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Tests can now be scored by computer (indeed, they can even be administered
by computer), and a variety of factor-analytic packages is

availab le in

every comp lab, so it is not impossible to finish off the whole business
in about a week, once the production schedule is set up and running
smoothely .

1

The effect of the computer was not merely that the turn-around time
for the researcher was reduced by a factor of about 100 , thus making it
possible to use the method experimentally, but statistical properties of
the method could be studied and better computational techniques developed .
A whole new variety of multi-dimensional techniques of analysis began to
flower -- a development that we have certainly not seen the end of yet .
The power and complexity of the hypotheses that could be tested by these
and related methods of analysis of variance increased enormously .

At

least one veteran of this transitional period has referred to it as
"the computer revolution in psychometrics. ,,2
This is a familiar story, of course, repeated in every discipline
that was ready to exploit the number-crunching power of the new machines.
I suspect that in psychology the machines have put muscles on our analytic
techniques that are more powerful than the ideas those techniques enable
us to explore .

But even if I am right , that is a cultural lag we will

surely make up in a few more years .
The use of the new machines in information retr ieval has had rela tively less impact on psychology than has their use as calculators:
However, the Psychological Abstracts have been printed by computer for
several

years.

The

American Psychological Association now makes

available , thanks to support from the National Science Foundation, a
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remote console that enables subscribers to interrogate the Abstract's
files.

3

This effort represents a modest attempt to cope with exponen-

tially growing publications, and should be viewed in the general context
of the library problem as a national emergency.

In the practice of

psychology, computers have been used to aid psychological counselors by
providing automatic retrieval of educational, vocational, and occupational information.

4

No doubt other needs for information retrieval

will be found in the years ahead.
An important application of computers in experimental psychology
is their use in controlling the conditions of experimentation, both
with animals and humans.

This use not only permits more precise control

of stimuli and measurement of responses, but has the advantage of
permitting modification s in subsequent events contingent on the outcomes of earlier events.

For example, if a test item evokes a response

that indicates it was too easy, the computer can select a harder item
next; if it was too hard, it can select an easier one.

By such a

strategy the computer can "track" the person's critical point from
trial to trial in a manner that would be slow and clumsy for a human
experimenter.

This flexibility has practical implications for the use

of computers as teaching machines as well as in the experimental
labora tory .
A computer can also be used as part of a bio-feedback loop to
display to a person some bodily process that he is normally unaware
of -- his skin temperature, brain waves, heart beat, etc. -- and can
administer rewards or penalties for specific changes in these processes.
The burgeoning interest in bio-feedback in recent years does not
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necessarily involve computers, but they greatly increase the varie ty
and flexibility of such research .
Calculation, retrieval, and control are relatively mundane ways
to exploit computer power.

Psychologists have contributed little to

the state of the art that was not done previously, and perhaps better,
in other branches of science and technology; it has been simply a
matter of adapting tools of general importance to the particular needs
of psychology.

The application that has received the most discussio n,

however, and that many feel to be the most significant of all, is the
use of computers to simulate the behavior of human beings.
Attempts to program machines to behave like intelligent organisms
have had a tangled and complex history that I will not attempt to
relate here.

5

But some major divisions of interest have emerged.

For

example, simulations based on neural networks and simulations based
on cognitive processes are fundamentally different.

Early simulations

were largely attempts to move from random neural nets to more complex
functional components.

As it became clear that functional order did

not emerge easily from total neural randomness, more recent work has
tended to favor simulation based on cognitive processes whose realization at the neural level is indeterminate and largely irrelevant.

Both

kinds of simulation continue, but the more abstract cognitive approach
seems to be of greater psychological interest.
There is an important and not always appreciated distinction
between simulation and artificial intelligence.
simulates makes an explicit
performs its work

in

claim that his

the same

way a

A scientist who

computer program

living

organism
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Most scientists interested in artificial intelligence, on the

other hand, merely want

to ge t the job done as effectively as possible,

regardless of how humans do it. They aspires to machines that are even
better than we are.

As it is sometimes expressed, if a worker in

artificial intelligence wanted to build a new and better form of
transportation, he would not begin with a walking machine just because
it was a good simulation of living organisms, but would prefer to move
directly to the more efficient wheel.

Simulation should be of greater

psychological interest, of course, but in recent years the two lines
of attack have converged to a general search for principles sufficiently
abstract to characterize any kind of information processing, living or
non-living, so that there is really little difference between them now. 6
And
simulation.

there are

disa greements

ov er the validation of a

There is no problem here for those interested in artificial

intelligence; either their machine does something intelligent or it
doesn't. But if one claims to have simulated human behavior, then one
must somehow test whether the

machine and people behave similarly with

respect to the functions one claims to simulate. Turing's "imitation
game" is seldom an adequate test.

Comparing computer traces with human

introspections is more convincing, but hardly conclusive evidence that
anything more than an analogy is involved.

Productivity is a strenuous

test; if simulation A and simulation B can be combined to produce a
plausible simulation C for behavior that was not directly considered
in creating either A or B, then both A and B inherit credibility from
this extension.

And if a simulation predicts behavioral phenomena that

have never before been observed, then at least its usefulness is
validated.
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There seems to be a general impression that validating simulations
is not really very important, since the work seems to pr o gress quite
vigorously in spite of the lack of any rationale for v alidation .

That

must mean that the advocates of simulation have, for better or worse,
adopted the criterion of artificial intelligence
it doesn ' t.

either it works or

But that criterion leaves in limbo the psychologically

interesting claim that a simulation program is a theory of the behavior
it simulates.

Surely there must be some way to confirm o r i nfirm our

theories .
Increasing familiarity with computers and computer programming,
plus the optimistic hope that programs are concrete actualizations of
otherwise abstract theories, have led to an increasing frequency of
flow-charts in the psychological literature .

It is almost as if

programming (usually in a rather rudimentary form) had provided a
general language for describing psychological processes.

And as the

language of computing has come to be more widely used in stating theories
than in programming computers, psychology has begun t o lose its separate
identity and become one of a large family of intellectual enterprises
than are sometimes called the "computer and information sciences."
The intelligent mind comes to be viewed as just another example of an
information process i ng system, governed by the general laws that govern
any such information processing system.
Attitudes toward this potential assimilation of (cognitive) psychology into the family of computer and information sciences differ.

Some

psychologists welcome it as a new and broader view of their universe.
Some reject it, just as they would reject the claim that psychology must
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be a branch of physics because organisms obey the law of gravity .

Those

who have been thoroughly indoctrinated by a discipline-oriented education cannot get it out of their heads that psychology has a unique subject
matter of its own , and that information processing is only part of the
problem they face in gaining a deeper understanding of man and human
nature.

However, no objective reporter of the current scene could deny

that psychological explanations are being phrased in the language of
computer programming with ever increasing frequency.
be clearer as to what he is talking about .

It forces one to

As R. W. Hamming has said,

"Without a detailed description in some language that a machine can use
there is no conviction that you know what you are talking about ; with
it there is the illusion you do.,,7
But now we have returned to the question of the computer 's impact
on our way of thinking about psychology.

The real importance of the

computer in psychology today is that it has created a new and pervasive
state of mind.

Indeed, I think it is appropriate to say that for most

psychologists "the computer" is a state of mind, not a piece of machinery.
There is more to be said about that state of mind, but first we should
consider briefly the rather different role that computers have played
in the field of linguistics.
Linguistics
I should confess that my membership in the Linguistic Society of
America dates only from 1950, and my credentials as a linguist earn me
only the status of diletante 3rd class.

As an interested outsider,

however, it is my opinion that the computer, as a machine, has had
essential ly no impact at all on the field of linguistics.

The computer
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•
as a state of mind, however, has had some effects.

Let me try to support

these judgments.
From the earliest days of computer technology it has been obvious
that these machines were not merely calculators designed to deal with
numerical symbols, but that they were general symbol-processing devices,
as receptive to the symbols of language as to the symbols of mathematics.
A word is just a "number" spelled in base-26 arithmetic, and a sentence
is just a string of those "numbers."

The use of computers to process

natural language was an obvious consequence of this broader conception
of computation, and the visionary fathers of this field were quick to
recognize the possibilities.

In order to dramatize this new conception

of the computer, in order to arouse interest and support for this broader
view, they sometimes gave examples of what computers could do " in principle"
that ran well beyond what anyone really knew how to do.

Their propaganda

succeeded, however , and a number of large projects in the processing of
natural language by computer were initiated.
Some of the possibilities that were foreseen were:
translation;

(I) mechanical

(2) automatic information retrieval; perhaps as part of a

(3) question - answering system;

(4) computer recognition of speech ;

(5) computer generation of speech.

The usefulness of such devices , if

we had them, is reasonably obvious, so the suggestion that the computer had
put them within our technological reach stirred considerable interest
and activity.
Unfortunately, however, these early promises proved to be blank checks
written against a nearly empty account.

The difficulties of automatically

processing language were far greater than the original enthusiasts had
imagined.

Mechanical translation,

the first and probably the
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most generously supported of these various projects, provides the clear est example.

MT was a very poor place to begin, since an explicit ,

machine-interpretable analysis of two languages (at least) was required
at a time when we didn ' t know how to make such an analysis of even o n e
language.

Several projects underwent a parallel history: there was a n

initial stage of computerizing the lexicons , with much fuss about
efficient algorithms for retrieval, onto which was tacked a rather
minimal syntactic component for smoothing out the results of word - for word substitutions.

The first tests were generally encouraging, giving

translations that could be deciphered about 80% correctl y by a patient
and interested reader.

More

funds were poured in to support the

effort to improve the syntax and clean up the obscure 20 % that failed .
But then deeper difficulties began to appear, and it became increasingly
obvious that syntax was going to be very difficult to explain to a
computer.

Various pragmatic attempts to patch and mend the existing

systems were judged unsatisfactory.

In 1 966 a b l l.c - riiJLo u commic.t" ,-

wr

the National Academy of Sciences made official the g rowing impression
that mechanical translation was premature , given our level of syntactic
sophistication and the availability of human translators to do the
important work more accurately and less expensively.6

The work still

continues , but on a much reduced scale .
Linguists who had been involved in this affair and who retained
their interest in mechanical linguistics concluded that they had to go
back to the drawing board and develop a better way to deal with syntactic
analysis, but this time in the context of a single language.

with respect

to computers in linguistics, the result was the development and refine ment of a series of "parsing programs" based on various generative
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theories of syntax that were emerging at this time, the most influential
of which was that described by Noam Chomsky.9

I think it is fair to

say that at the present time we do know rather well how to parse sentences
by machine.

There are still several competing systems, but I think the

most effective has been the "augmented transition network" approach
described by W. A. Woods, which is the grandson of a program developed
in Edinburgh by J. P. Thorne, who thought he was implementing Chomsky's
theories in mechanical form.

10

As described by Woods, however, augmented

transition networks can implement any kind of grammar a theorist believes
in, so it has no direct implications about the validity of Chomsky's
approach to grammar relative to any other at the present time.
Par sing

programs have probably been most extensively exploited

in the development of question-answering programs which enable a user
to address natural language requests to a large data base -- medical
records, airline schedules, baseball scores, or what have you.

Accord-

ing to R. F. Simmons, the first g eneration of these systems ran into
difficulties reminiscent of the mechanical translation debacle, even
though most of the syntactic problems seemed to have been solved (or
avoided by limitations on the syntactic or logical forms of questions
that could be asked).

This time, however, the diag nosis was that the

residual difficulties resulted from a lack of any adequate semantic
theory.ll

At the present time, therefore, the considerable ingenuity

of these computer-linguists is being devoted to semantic analysis, .
with results that are interesting both to linguists and psychologists.
At the moment, however, the exploration of computer ized semantics is still
in that initial stage of en thu s i asm that usu a l l y means we have not yet
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bumped our heads against the real problem.

The next phase will see an

effort to formulate for compute rs the conceptual knowledge available to
a human language user -- which will bring the whole enterprise squarely
into one of the most difficult and least

un ~e r stood

areas of human

psychology.
Automatic language processing has contributed to linguistic theory
only by posing specific questions that linguists hav e tried to answer,
and by providing a source of funds to support linguists while they
considered such questions.

That influence is not inconsiderable, of

course, but it is rather indirect.

Who is to say that linguists would

not have pursued essentially the same course even if automatic language
processing had never been attempted?

The problems have always been there,

and modern formalisms have made the new attack

poss i~l e.

Once again,

factorization is difficult.
One exception to this general conclusion that the computer has
contributed relatively little to linguistic science has occurred in
the study of phonetics.

There is, of course, a l o ng history of attempts

to use machines to a nalyze and synthesize the sounds of speech, so when
the computer arrived the stage was set to incorporate acoustic and
phonetic theories directly into computer programs.

For example, the

computer can provide a dynamic simulation of the vocal tract, varying
the parameters of the tract according to measurements made from X-ray
pictures of speakers and correlating the output with acoustic analyses
of human speech.

One of the most imaginative applications of this

technology has been to the study of the vocal tracts of other primates,
leading to the conclusion that they could not produce the variety of
vocalizations necessary for human speech. 12
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The most important result of this analyt i c work with computers ha s
been to provide a physical and physiological foundation for what pho no logists have called "distinctive features. "

These studies of the re l a -

tions between articulatory configurations and the resulting acoust i c
signals indicate that there are preferred ranges of articulatory
gestures , ran ges which give rise to acoustic outputs with attributes
that are distinctively different and relatively insensitive to minor
perturbations in articulation .

13

Moreover, the perceptual mechanism

responds selectively to these unique properties, so there is in some
sense an optimal match between productive and receptive systems.

Dur ing

natural speech , of course, these ideal acoustic characteristics are
modified by context, so that a listener must rely on secondary cues
and on his ge n eral knowledge of the l a n guage in order to interpret t he
speech signal he hears. But the basic ground - plan of the speech system
seems to be intelligible in scientific terms for the first time .
In phonetics, therefore, the computer has been an important tool
in advancing research of a fundamental character.

This exception

proves the rule; it makes obvious what it means t o say that no comparable
impact of computer technology on linguistic theory can yet be discer n ed
in the fields of syntax or semantics.

It seems to be the case that

the computer is most productive in areas where a

considerable founda -

tion of theory based on previous research already exists.

If this

basic theory is lacking and is invented solely for the purposes
of computer application, the results are usually disappointing.

This

conclusion could probably be supported by workers in other fields .
Someone who wished to disagree with my judgment

about the contribu -

tion of computers to linguistics could well take the following line.

On e
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,
of the most revolutionary changes in the way linguistic theories are
stated

ha s

resulted fr o m Chomsky's introduction of explicit formulas

for writing syntactic rules.

9

A Chomsky grammar, for example, looks

very much like a computer program.
immediate constituent

Indeed, the rewriting rules of the

component of the grammar are borrowed explicitly

from E . L. Post, who introduced them in order to discuss metamathematical
problems of computability.

Chomsky's formulations of syntax seem to

lend themselves directly to computer implementation.

Surely this whole

development should count as a major impact of computers on linguistics.
The rebuttal is simple enough.
revolution by many years.

Post's work anted a tes the computer

Chomsky's efforts to provide an integration of

formal logic and Zelig Harris's ideas of transformational grammar were
not stimulated by any interest in computers or mechanical translation.
The theory of programming languages has borrowed far more from Chomsky
than he has from it.

There is every reason to believe that linguistic

science would have progressed in much the same way it has if computing
machines had never existed.
In a larger sense, however, such a critic would be correct -- in
spirit if not in detail.

Without the computer revolution and the state

of mind that the computer metaphor induces, there would have been far
less interest in Chomsky's work, fewer brilliant students to defend and
criticize it, and less support for research and university appointments
in this brand of linguistic theory.

Both the computer and developments

in formal linguistic theory are manifestations of our general intellectual
climate.

Although neither "causes" much to happen to the other, both

contribute to a Zeitgeist preoccupied with the mechanics of symbol
manipulation.
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The Computer Metaphor
This state of mind is more pervasive and more influential than the
computer, which is, after all, merely the most tangible expression of
this preoccupation.

As such, t he computer has become something more than

a machine; it has become the symbol for one of the great triumphs of the
20 -th century mind.

In order to keep the distinction straight between

the computer-as-machine and the computer-as-symbol, I have fallen into
the habit of referring to them as the "computer"
metaphor," respectively.

and the "computer

The computer metaphor has had a far greater

impact on both psychology and linguistics than has the computer itself.
What is the "computer metaphor?"

The most sweeping form of it that

I have heard was provided by a highly skilled systems programmer who
once explained to me that the universe is a computer and God is its
programmer ; God is still trying to debug the program, and it is our
duty to help Him.

Each of the various fields of science is attempting

to understand one of the subroutines; each of the various humanities
is studying some trace of the computer's operation.

The metaphor was

developed in considerable detail, until it became apparent that he
was propounding a complete, intricate, and compelling metaphysical
system.
The claim that the universe is a computer is what some students
of metaphor like to call a "root metaphor."
that literary critics analyze

The usual kind of metaphor

is a "descriptive metaphor;" a particular

word or phrase is given an extended interpretation in order to describe
some novel conceptualization for which the language has no adequate
symbol.

14

Both kinds of metaphor have played important

ro~es

in the
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history of science; it is sometimes difficult to tell just where and
when a metaphor stops being metaphorical and starts being accepted as
a theory.

The root metaphors that "the universe is a machine" and that

"the universe is mathematical" are certainly very old and honorable ideas
in Western science, so
whe n they were

I

probably should not have

c ombined by my programming friend.

b een

surprised

Wi thin

the frame of reference provided by such a metaphor, a gr eat variety of
specific theories are possible for specific phenomena.
It all begins, of course, with the theory of computability , and
the conclusion of Turing and Church and others that any operations that
can be described explicitly can be performed by a universal Turing
machine.

From which it seems to follow that the only reason something

cannot be done by a universal Turing machine is that we don't understand
it.

When we do understand it, then it too will fall within the machine's

domain.

Given this interpretation of what "understanding" consists of,

any attempt to suggest counterexamples becomes merely a confession of
ignorance or, if one persists in claiming t ha t he can understand something he cannot describe explicitly, one becomes a prototypical member
of that class of people known as mystics.
In defense of adopting the computer metaphor in psychology, Newell
and Simon have recently written that:
"An abstract concept of an information processing system
has emerged with the development of the digital computer ....
The various features that make the digital computer seem
machinelike -- its fast arithmetic, its simply ordered memory,
its construction by means of binary elements -- all have
faded in the search for the essential .... With a model of an
information processing system, it becomes meaningful to
try to represent in some detail a particular man at work on
a particular task. Such a representation is no metaphor, but
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a precise symbolic model on the basis of which pertinent specific
lS
aspects of the man's problem solving behavior can be calculated."
This passage makes explicit what many psychologists have come to take
for granted in recent years, namely, that men and computers are merely
two different species of a more abstract genus called "information
processing systems."

The concepts that describe abstract information

processing systems must, perforce, describe any particular examples
of such systems.
There is a subtle line, however, between saying that , insofar as
men act as information processing systems, their behavior can be described
in terms known to apply to all such systems, animate or inanimate, and
saying that men are nothing but information processing systems.

The

"nothing but" of reductionism seems to creep in i n Jirect proportio n to the
extent to which a scientist becomes confused about the difference between
his metaphor and the part of the world he uses his metaphor to describe .
At first glance, such confusion would seem relatively harmless,
since if there are any practical differences between the metaphor and
the reality, they will eventually emerge when a theory based on that
metaphor fails to fit the observed facts.

Historians of science, how-

ever, are not agreed that either metaphors or theories are so simply
evaluated .

A scientist firmly in the grip of some root metaphor will

see any discrepancies between a theory based on that metaphor and the
observed "facts" as a challenge to revise the details of his theory,
not as evidence that a completely new metaphor is requ1red.
To one caught by the metaphor, therefore, it is very difficult
to understand why other people, presumably intelligent enough in other
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matters, should persist in denouncing the computer metaphor as an obscene
vulgar ization of all that is best in human nature.

They see man as

something more than an information processing system; they fear the
computer metaphor may cause us to overlook that something more.

If

the metaphor is too successful, it might make over man's image of himself.

Elting Morison has written:
" ... a machine, any machine, if left to itself, tend to
establish its own conditions, to create its own environment
and draw men into it. Since a machine, any machine, is
designed to do only a part of what a whole man can do, it
tends to wear d~~n those parts of a man that are not included
in the design . "

Will the universal Turing machine "wear down those parts of a man that
are not included in the design?"

From within the metaphor comes the

response: One who fears so should try to say what those parts are, for
if he can describe them, they can be included, and if he cannot, they
are irrelevant.

And from outside comes back the insistent question:

Irrelevant to society or irrelevant to science?
After a few rounds back and forth at this level of abstraction a
practical man loses interest in what mayor may not be possible in
principle.

The fact is that for centuries psychological speculations

were either incurably vague or obvious ly simplistic.

Computers and

computer languages provide a way to talk about psychology that is not
vague, and while it still may be too simple, is at least orders of
magnitude more complex than was feasible before.

Even linguists have

recognized the value of more explicit, detailed complexity in their
theories .

Ultimate truth may not yet be within our reach, but talking

about men as information processing systems is certainly an improvement
over the way scientists used to talk about them.
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A practical man, however, once he gives up arguments about what
is possible or impossible in principle, is likely to want to take a
hard look at what is actually being done with the information process ing model of man .

Leaving aside any claims as to how much better things

are now than they were before we had this new metaphor, he would insist
on asking : how good are things now?

If I may place myself momentarily

in the shoes of the practical man, I think he would find some reason to
doubt whether we are really launched at last on the high road to psychological or linguistic wisdom.
Rather than try to document these doubts by a critique of what
existing systems can actually accomplish by way of pattern recognition ,
inductive reasoning, game playing, decision making, information retrieval ,
question answering, sentence parsing, mechanical translation, computerized
te a ching -- the value of any comment on an existing system has a half life as brief as the current systems themselves - - I would like to
consider a problem that I have thought about in some detail, namely ,
the problem of meaning.

Meaning is a phenomenon of considerable

importance to both psychologists and linguists, and o ne with a long
history of philosophical discussion as well.

By asking how the informa -

tion processing metaphor has dealt with this problem, we can perhaps
gain some rough estimate of how far the metaphor has brought us in
practice, and how far remains to go in principle.
Meaning
Let me take up the story around 1950.

At that time American

psychology was very much under the spell of behavioristic dogma, which
either rejected meaning as a serious topic for scientific investigation,
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or attempted to capture it en passant by some characterization in terms
of associations acquired during an organism's past history of behavior
and reinforcement .

And at that time American linguistics was dominated

by structuralism, which either rejected meaning as a serious topic for
scientific investigation, or attempted to capture it en passant by some
characterization in terms of the substitutability of one symbol for
another in grammatical structures .

What a layman would ordinar ily

understand by "meaning" was to mentalistic, too subjective, too inv isible, too ephemeral for a positivistic science.

The fact that this

attitude left a gaping hole at the very center of what the layman would
have thought these sciences were about was considered the result of a
regretab l e lack of insight on his part into the way

sc~ence

progresses .

Around 1950, however, psychological theorists began to hear about
computers and computer programming.

One of the major results of this

technological innovation was to provide a vastly enlarged conception
of what a machine could be and do.

Thus, with no sacrifice of scientific

objectivity, psychologists were able to construct much mor e complicated
theories and to cast them in the form of computer programs.

Given the

metaphor of the organism as an information processing system , therefore ,
various mentalistic concepts were revived and reconsidered in the light
of this theoretical liberation .

Intention was interpreted in terms of

feedback and control, attention was seen as related to serial processing ,
memory was discussed in terms of storage and retrieval of information,
thought was computation, and so on.

So it was probably

inev~table

that

meaning would also be reinterpreted in the light of the computer revolu tion.
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Among psychologists we can distinguish two lines of attack on meaning
during this period.

One line was simply a continuation of the traditional

associative theory of meaning, but now crystallized in terms of associa tions between items of information stored in the computer's memory, with
"pointers" connecting one item to all its associates.

Learning , in this

view, is simply the procedure of depositing information in the memory
and gradually connecting it in appropriate ways, based on experience and
reinforcement, with other information similarly stored.
The second line was more radical , however, and deserves a special
name to distinguish it from the simpler associative approach .

Historically ,

it should be classified as an operational theory of meaning, but since
that term has so many philosophical connotations, I will call it the
"procedural" theory of meaning instead .
is· a procedure

According to this view , a meaning

that is associated with a stimulus and serves to make

that stimulus a symbol.

The meaning of the symbol "dog," for example,

is the operational procedure for determining whether a given object is
a dog -- by looking at it, counting its legs, hearing it bark, noticing
its teeth, tail, fur, shape of body, and so on.

17

It is relatively easy to appreciate how this procedural theory of
meaning might emerge from experience with computers.

When you tell a

computer to do something -- to "add four and six," for example
is the meaning of the instruction "add?"

what

The meaning is what you want

the computer to do, that is to say, it is the program of operations
that the computer is expected to execute.

Analogously, when we say to

a person, "Give me the book," the meaning of "give" is the program of
instructions that the person is expected to execute in reponse.

If the
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person does not have such a rout ine for "give " stored in his memory,
then he does not know the meaning of that word .
Computer scientists recognized very early that the distinction
between data and programs-that-operate-on-the-data is blurred and can
be largely ignored; any particular bit of information can s erve as
data in one computational context or as instruction in another.

A

computer's knowledge of the world is not necessarily d ivided into
facts and things-to-do-with-facts; both facts and things-to-do could
be stored in the same format as routines that could be either examined
or executed on demand.

And if a computer's memories could be so

dynamically organized , why not people's?
The procedural theory of meaning was an important advance over
the traditional psychological definition.

Superficially, it resembles

a behavioristic approach , since it is framed in terms of what the
system is expected to do when a stimulus occurs.
there are important differences .

But at a deeper level

Note, for example, that the meaning

of "dog " is not the particular dog that the sound may designate at the
moment , nor is it our perception of that dog, or the class of objects
that "dog" can refer to, or the speaker's intention in uttering "dog ,"
or the set of environmental conditions or previous experiences that
caused the speaker to use the utterance, or a mental image of some dog
or other , or all the other words that "dog " makes us think of , or even
a dictionary definition of "dog."

The meaning of "dog" is the set

of operational procedures that we must perform in order to verify that
some object is a dog.

The procedural definition was like a breath of

fresh air in a very stale room.
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So things were very much better after the information processing
metaphor was adopted than they were before.
question our practical man asked us .

But that is not the

How good is the procedural theory

of meaning?
In recounting this history I have neglected the philosophers , who
have had a much more sophisticated variety of views about meaning than
have either psychologists or linguists.

But I cannot conceal the fact

that operational theories of meaning have received considerable philos ophical attention .

Charles Saunders Pierce founded his pragmatic

philosophy on an operational conception of meaning, and Percy Bridgman,
the physicist and philosopher of science, made operationism familiar
even to many psychologists during the 1930s and 40s.

As the idea

emerged in the writings of the logical positivists , to know the meaning of any statement was to know the conditions under which it would
be true .

If there are no conditions under which you could test the

truth or falsehood of a statement, then it was considered to be meaning less.

This view -- that meaning depends on verlfiability

is obviously

closely related to the procedural theory of meaning I have just described
as growing out of the information processing approach .
Now , the philosophers discovered that one of the difficulties that
theories of this sort encounter is that it seems to be necessary to
understand the meaning of a symbol before you know how to verify it
or know what routines it calls for.

Knowing what to do is certainly

part of the meaning, but it cannot be the whole of it.

And so even

the logical positivists began to distinguish between the intensional
meaning that you had to understand first and the extensional meaning
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that had to do with how you could verify it .

This situation is still

unsatisfactory, however, since most of the things we hear we never
bother to verify.
In addition to routines for recognizing what things are labeled
"dog" and what operations are to be performed in re spo nse to words
like "add " or "give," therefore, we need someth i ng more that might
be characterized as the concepts these words express.
Perhaps the best way to indicate the need for something more is
to recall how computers deal with language .

In recent years computer s

have been programmed to answer questions about partic ular bodies of
inf ormation, and to do so in language closely approximating the ordi n ary
language of everyday discourse.

In order to do this, the computer mus t

be able to parse the question, to extract from it a program of opera tions for retrieving information from memory and transforming it logica lly into a form appropriate as an answer, then to phrase that transforme d
information in a grammatical sentence that the questioner can understa nd.
In mentalistic terms, the computer "understands" the question, " re members" relevant information, "thinks" about the information in order
to formulate an answer, and then "expresses" the answer in grammatical
sentences .

Proponents of the procedural theory of mea ning would claim

that the computer i s doing just what a person would do in answering
such questions , and that there is nothing more to meaning than the
operational procedures that the computer is performing .
In evaluating such claims, however, it is necessar y to remember
that the question-answering systems developed to date deal with sharpl y
restricted domains of information involving relatively limited
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vocabularies -- such things as the scores of sporting events, or airline schedules, or military logistics, or business inventories, or
the positions and movements of a small set of blocks, or the titles
listed in a library, and so on .
of question .

Each program deals with one variety

However, since a person can deal with all these differ ent

realms of information, before we can be sure that the computers are
doing exactly the same thing we are, we should consider what will
happen when a computer's program and memory are expanded to include
the much greater variety of information, terminology, and information
processing that a person can combine.
Of course, there is nothing in principle that prevents us from
simply adding more and more memory to the computer and giving it more
and more procedures and more and more information.

But simply combin-

ing two existing programs without considering their

po te~ tial

actions would be inefficient and uninstructive.

inter-

Twenty mutually in-

dependent programs wrapped up in one would be a gigantic monument to
folly, and even a hundred would not converge toward the kind of information processing system exemplified by an intelligent human being.
New principles and new systems will be required in order for computers
to cope with the magnitude and variety of information that people can
cope with.

Something more -- something very like our own conceptual

organization of that information -- will be required in addition to .
the operational procedures.

And then, if I am right, we will recognize

that the meaning of any symbol is given by its position in this conceptual organization, and that the procedural operations are merely
ways of getting access to that position.

Notice that I am not claim-

ing that we can do or know anything that computers cannot do or know,
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but rather that at the present time we are still unable to characterize
what we do and know in such a way that we can incorporate all of it into
a computer program.
In order to indicate how the relation between conceptual organization and procedural operations might be conceived, it will help to
shift the realm of discussion from computer science to taxonomic biology.
Students of classification in general, and taxonomists in particular,
draw a sharp distinction between what they call a "key," which is used
to identify particular specimens, and the theory or conceptual basis
for the key.18

The theory of e v olution, for example, mig ht provide a

basis for categorizing certain kinds of animals in a particular way,
based on their geographical distribution, cross-fertility, innate
behavior, fossil relics of different ages, and various other kinds
of information.

Once this information is conceptualized in some

coherent theory and the appropriate categories are agreed on, it is
a relatively simple matter to construct a procedure for identifying
membership in those categ ories on the basis of whatever features are
most convenient and reliable for distinguishing among them, and to
arrange those procedures in a hierarchical sequence of questions so
that

a

biologist can, by answering each question in turn, be led

rather quickly to the correct label to apply to any particular specimen.
This identification procedure is the key.

It is based on a theory,

but it is not the same kind of thing as a theory.

The identification

key is simply a convenient operational procedure for getting access
to the theory, for locating the specimen in its correct conceptual
position with respect to all the other categories of the theory.
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What I would like to suggest, therefore, is that the operational
procedures required to apply the label "dog" to a particular object,
or t o respond correctly to a request involving the verb "give," bear
much the same relation to conceptual meanings as

a

bears to the biological concepts underlying the key.

taxonomist ' s key
It might be

possible, for example, to program a computer to perform all the tests
involved in a t a xonomic key, so that the computer would behave as if
it understood a great deal about biology, but unless the computer were
also given the conceptual organization underlying that key, it would
not "understand" what it was doing in anything resembling the same
sense that a human taxonomist would understand it.

A computer might

be able to identify "man" by testing for featherless bipeds, but the
conceptual meaning of "man" is certainly not captured by this identification routine.
In order to make these ideas more concrete,

we need

some examples,

and the simplest example that is well understood is in the realm of
basic color names.

It is a familiar observation that children acquire

the names for the colors rather late, considering

the~r

p.e rceptua l

salience and the children's mastery of other nouns and a djectives.
The typical developmental picture is that a child will learn to use
"black" and "white" correctly rather early, but the names for the
chromatic colors will come many months later and then will all appear
in the child's speech over a relatively short period of time.

~y

contention is that the child must develop a concept of color in terms
of which each particular color label can take its place relative to
all the others.

Before that concept is attained, the boundaries
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between the colors cannot be understood; after the color concept is
attained, the labels f it naturally together into a lexic a l field that
c rw ers the conceptua l field like a mosaic.
The concept of color shared by all speakers of English is very
c lose to Ewa l d Hering's theory of oppo nent colors,l9 that is to say,
the conceptual field is orga nized in terms of a red-green opposi tion
and a yellow-blue o pposit ion, and these prov i de coordinates with in
which other colors can be arra nged .

This c o ncept

lS

organized ,

therefore, around four l andmark colors, red , green, ye l low , a nd blue,
with gray at the center .

Note particularly that this is a concept

most people never really see the colors all l a i d out in a spatial
pattern before they lea rn to n ame them .

Moreover , people who speak a

different language having fewer color terms may have a v ery differe nt
conception of color.
Now , given this concept, it is a relatively simple matter to
devise a key based on judgments of the relative amounts of the land mark colors that we perceive in any particular sample.

The key might

ask such questions as: "Is there more red than blue?" and " Is there
more red than yellow? " and "Is there more red than gray?" and so on .
Depending on the answers, the key would specify a label tha t could be
applied to the particular sample.

If red and yellow were about equal ,

but there was more red and yellow than a n ything else , then the key
would tell us to assign the label "orange " to that sample .

And so on .

The key would thus specify certain operational procedures that wou l d
be involved in responding correctly to the request to "Give me the
red one," but those operational procedures ",ould not be the meaning
of "red."

The meaning of "red" can only be understood in terms of its
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boundary relations to all the other color labels that span this particular
dimension of our subjective experience, that is to say, in terms of its
position in our general concept of color.
Our conception of color is relatively simple by comparison to other
concepts, yet note that it took several hundred years for scientists
to make this conception explicit.

When we move on to more intricate

examples, therefore, we can expect to encounter even more difficulties
in making the underlying concepts explicit.

But let's probe into another

semantic area just for a sample of what happens when we try to take
meanings apart.
Consider the word "table."

The dictionary says that a table is

an article of furniture used to hold objects, having a flat horizontal
top supported by one or more vertical legs.

Now suppose we tried to

write a series of questions that might serve as part of a key for
identifying common objects, a series of questions that would lead us to
classify certain objects as tables.

We might ask such questions as:

"Is it a physical object?" and "Is it movable?" and "Is it manmade?"
and "Does it have a top?" and "Is the top flat?" and "Is the top
horizontal?" and "Is it supported by one or more legs?" and so on.
For most of these questions it would be reasonably simple to specify
precisely the perceptual tests required to provide an answer.

For

example, in order to answer the question "Is the top flat?" we could
call a subroutine for "flat" and discover the visual and / or tactual '
tests involved in verifying, for any x, whether x is flat.

The opera-

tional procedures that would be required are a bit complicated when
we try to make them completely explicit, but at first glance there
would seem to be nothing in principle that would stop us from
constructing such an identification procedure.
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But when we look more closely, we begin to discover difficultie s.
Consider , for example, the question: "Does it have a top?"

If we call

the subroutine for recognizing tops, we will find that it gives us the
perceptual tests for identifying, for any object x , which part of x i s
uppermost.

This subroutine will work perfectly well for recognizing

tables that are in their characteristic orientation .

But what about

tables that are turned over, or tipped up against the wall?

When a

table is turned over, its "top" is on the bottom, and its uppermost
part is no l onger its top , its uppermost part is now its bottom .
Since we are perfectly capable of recognizing tables in non-character istic orientations, something has gone wrong with this identification
procedure .

The top of a table is its uppermost part only when the

table is in its characteristic orientation .

But we cannot include

a specification to the effect that "In order to identify a table ,
first make sure it is in its character i stic orientation, " since that
would require us to know it was a table before we could start to
identify it as a table.
The trouble, of course, is that the dictionary definition has led
us to mix into our identification procedure some criteria that belong
in our conception of tables, and that are not suitable for perceptua l
verification.

Now , what is our conception of a table?

I don ' t rea ll y

know, of course, but I assume it must be something like the follow i ng :
a table is a movable , manmade object that we use in eating, working;
or playing games , and that serves to hold various objects which we
use in the course of those activities .

This is a functional concept ,

but notice the implications we can draw about form on the basis of
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function.

Since it must hold objects, it must have a flat surface, and

the surface must be horizontal or the objects will slide off .

And the

surface must be at a convenient height for working -- usually with room
for us to get our legs under it -- so the surface must be supported by
one or more legs.

There are a great variety of shapes that will

satisfy the requirements of our functional conception of tables, so
in this case is is not quite as simple to translate the concept into
an identification key.

But the point I want to make is that no identifica-

tion procedure will identify tables correctly if it is not based on some
such underlying conception of tables.
Since this consideration of tables has raised the matter of tops,
however, we can pursue it just a bit further in order to demonstrate
some of the complexities involved.
each about 60 cm. to an edge.

20

Imagine three different cubes,

Imagine that the first cube is floating

off in space somewhere; it will have six sides.

Think of the second

cube as a table sitting beside your armchair; it will have four sides,
plus a top and a bottom.

Think of the third cube as a toy animal,

with an imaginar y head painted on one face and a tail painted on the
opposi te face; it will have only two sides, plus a top, a bottom, a
front, and a back.

Now note that the perceptual shape of all three

cubes is precisely the same; the only difference between them is how
you conceive

of them.

What you call the different faces of a cube

will depend, not on any perceptual tests you can apply to the
but on the conceptual hierarchy to which you assign it
forms, to articles of furniture , or to animal bodies.

objec~,

to geometrical
That is to say,

the identification of its parts presupposes a conceptual system in
terms of which the identification is to be made.
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Further examples of the conceptual complexities inherent in the
language we speak could easily be displayed, but this should be enough
to discourage any optimist who hopes to find some simple heuristic
principle adequate to characterize our concepts or their meanings in
a simple fashion.

And these are only the concepts that form a part

of our cultural heritage.

The conceptual intricacies of creative or

reflective thought far outrun the meanings built into our lexicon.
To pretend that we know how to impart these complex conceptual
structures to any machine at the present time is simply absurd.
To review briefly, the argument has been that the meaning of a
symbol is given in terms of its position in a conceptual structure
relative to all the other terms used to label the parts of that
concept.

Given this definition of meaning, we can understand some-

what better what a procedural theory of meaning is all about; that
is to say, the operational procedures represent the key whereby
conceptual categories are translated into a convenient method of
identification.

The operational procedures are not meanings, but

they are the way meanings can be related to the world of tangible
things and activities.
Those familiar with German linguistics will recognize this
definition of meaning as a version of the "field theory" of semantics
advanced by Jost Trier and developed in more detail by Leo weisgerber.
Those theorists emphasized, as I would, the importance of what they
called "the law of the field," which says that the meaning of any
symbol can only be understood in terms of its relation to the whole
set of symbols that are used to cover a conceptual field.

However,

2l
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I am less convinced than they that the variety of conceptualizations
that it is possible for us to have is linited by the "inner form"
of the particular language we happen to speak.

The concepts that

we crystallize in language are merely the raw materials from which
combinatorial conceptual thought begins.

What we are able to build

with those materials goes far beyond anything that might be captured
in a grammar or lexicon.

The Humboldtian thesis of linguistic

relativity has not been proved, although I do believe that these
neo-Humboldtians have grasped a very deep truth about the psychology
of meaning.
There is much that a procedural theory of meaning, derived
directly from the use of the information processing metaphor, overlooks or ignores about the way people actually assign meanings to
sentences, or to experience generally.

The computer model beautifully

captures the insight that meaning involves extensional validation , but
too easily leads us to overlook the fact that meaning involves more
than extensional validation.

In principle, I see no reason, once we

understand better the nature of conceptual meaning, that the kind
of organization involved in human memory cannot be incorporated into
mechanical memories as well.

But that will require a great deal of

linguistic and psychological investigation; until that work is done,
the computer will continue to disappoint us as a model of the human
language user.

And even after it is done, of course, the possibility

remains that it may take as long (or longer) to manufacture a mechanical
counterpart as it takes to socialize and educate a human being.
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Our inability to provide the computer with the kind of extensive
conceptual organization that is characteristic of intelligent human
beings underlies our inability to tell the machine how to produce
high quality translations, or how to answer questions about a wide
range of diverse topics.

It also imposes severe limits on our ability

to use the power of the computer effectively for instructional purposes ,
or for retrieving information on any but the most supe rf icial kinds
of indices.

Such a roadblock will not be easily tolerated, and we

can expect to see considerable attention devoted to it during the
second twenty-five years of the computer era.

At the present time,

however, our deep ignorance of how the human mind accomplishes its
work does not encourage optimistic speculations about a quick or easy
breakthrough.

Understanding the structure of conceptual thought can

scarcely be simpler than understanding the structure of, say, organic
molecules.
In conclusion, then, what has been the impact of the computer on
psychology and linguistics?

Where these fields were prepared with

basic theory of the kind that could exploit the computer -- in psycho metrics , in the control of psychological experiments, in the analysis
and synthesis of speech signals -- the computer has proved to be an
invaluable tool.

In other areas, where our ideas were vague or overly

simple, the computer has stimulated significant advances in the
complexity and objectivity of our theories.

But we are still far

from the kind of theoretical understanding required to model conceptual
thought.
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In 1948 John von Neumann said;
"The problem, then, is not this; How does the central
nervous system effect anyone , particular . thing? It . is .
rather; How does it do all the things that . it can do, in
their full complexity? What are the principles of its
organization?,,22
Those questions are still as pertinent today as when they were
originally asked.

However, the very shortcomings of our initial

attempts to answer them are instructive, and serve to indicate
some of the problems that remain unresolved.
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